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1, Caland*s "Law"

ti>-ra - "sharp"

dars z-ra - "strong"

Skt. svit-ra- "white"

^ 1892 { KZ 31 267-8 ) W. Caland noted that in a number

of cases in Avestan, adjectives in -ra- replaced this suffix

by -i,- in composition. Some examples given by Caland himself

are i

* tiz-ii-arsti - "with sharp spear"

tiz-i-sruua - "sharp-horned"

1 d3raz-i . raffa - "with a strong wagon

t spit-i-doiffra - "white-eyed"

Skt. sthu-ra/sthu-la - "firm"! stuu-i . kaof

a

- "firm-humped"

Xru-ra/kru-ra - "bloody" t Xruu-i . dru - "with bloody club"

In KZ 32 592 Caland proposed that the replacement

rule was Indo-Iranian in date on the basis of the Sanskrit

pair tura- "wild'M tuvi -orTva - ” strong-necked" . This parti

-

cular example is, of course, incorrect since tura - is from

the root terh2
- "overpower" (e.g. Hitt, tarh-u-zzi . Skt.

tur-v^atj^) and reflects trh^ -o - while tuvi- is from the root

of £j>v^ti "is strong" (teuh-) and reflects tuh-i -. But the

Other example in this article is correct and demonstrates the

pattern i "1st vielleicht ursprllnglich dasselbe Verhaitniss

zvischen a.i. cukra- und cuci ?"

That the -ro-t-i.- replacement pattern is IE was shown

by Wackernagel ( Vermschte PeitrKce, 8ff.). He points to a set

of Greek bahuvrihi compounds in a^L - "bright" (a kep

a^Jft.~7Tou$ ) where the dp^t- belongs etymologically with CLc^zyvc^

and the Homeric adjective 40^
0$ "bright". This -i-
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form is reminiscent of the I-Ir. -I- forms pointed out by

Caland to vhich Wackernagel adds the Avestan examples

jaift i -va fra - "with deep snow" i cabhTra - "deep" (already

mentioned in note 2 in Caland* s KZ 31 article) and namii-asu-
1 V X

"with flexible shoots"! namra - "flexible" (also already

mentioned by Caland - Cottinaische Gelehrte Anzeioen 1393,

398 - in a review of Jackson's Avesta Grammar ) as well as some

Sanskrit ones (e.g. £vit

i

-pad - "white-footed"* svitra- "white").

What is to be compared especially, Wackernagel goes on,

is r ii -svan- with first member the -i.- correspondent of rira-
* o

“shining, bright". This r ii - equals apj-t. - exactly and thus

Ofjfo- = r ira - with dissimilatory loss of the second

The Caland rule is thus IE on the basis of the exact

agreement between Greek and Indo -Iranian upon an obviously

isolated and unmotivatable morphological peculiarity for which

there is even at least one exact word equation. Other Greek

examples given by Wackernagel are KvSl- civtipa. (along with

such personal names as
5

etc.)* KvSpos-,

Horn. \aSl- AP*)<T»jg t
* ^aAa-pos , and others.

But it was also clear from the very beginning that this

phenomenon was not limited to -ro- and -i-. Caland specifically

—mo— (Skt. t iomc?- ) as another suffix that can be

replaced by -i.- (tizi-) as veil as -ont - (barazant- "high"

vs. ba ra zi — in compounds) and also points out that comparatives

(type spcTyas- to sukra -) show what is basically the same

pattern. Wackernagel in addition includes -u- in the roster
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of suffixes with -i- replacements ( r iu- "straight on"t r ii -pya -.

epithet of the eagle* Pa/tu?
) as well as -no-

t ) and compares the Greek comparatives in

-Fw/ with their counterpart in I-Ir. -Tyas . both showing replace-

ment of the adjectival suffix of the positive (type -%££<;

He also points to pairs like but does not note

that this is asymmetrical with tijra-i tiam^ -i tizi-. This

will concern us below.

From the time of Caland virtually until the present
2day , the orientation adopted by IE studies toward this pheno-

menon has essentially been that of Caland himself i "In der

Avestasprache erscheinen haufig diejenigen adjectiva, die im

positiv ein stammbildungssuf f ix -ra oder -ma haben, welches

in den gradus comparationis vie in den anderen indog. sprachen

wieder vegfailt, in zusammensetzung mit anderen wflrtern in

der klirzeren gestalt also ohne -ra oder -ma, aber mit einem

-i . " That is to say it has been considered a suffixal replace-

ment rule virtually unique in IE morphology.

It has, of course, been suspected that behind this

apparent archaic synchronic rule lies a diachronic development

in which, for example, — i_
— formations were replaced by -ro~,

etc, in simplicia but preserved in the compounds (and

comparatives). This is essentially the view of Hirt ( Indo -

aermanische Grammatik 3.274). A more extreme form of this

view is held by F. Bader (La formation des composes r.ominaux

du l_n ] n , 18 fj.,) in which the -ji~ form is a morphological
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element vhich is a remnant of * pre-inflectional* IE morphology,

the marker of a *cas indgfini *

,

3
Whether some such view in or

is not correct is almost irrelevant. For although one is free

to suspect it one cannot actually reconstruct it. The compara-

tive method, of necessity, can only recover the stage at

which Caland* s "Law", whatever its ultimate starting point,

was already a practically unique synchronic rule by which an

adjective in -ro- (etc.) is said to "replace" its -ro- by

under some conditions. This is where most scholars have

left the matter - and rightly so as far as it goes. In any

Case, the point to be made is that the process has usually

been envisaged as one in which -i- replaces these other

suffixes with the result that -i- has become the touchstone

of the Caland phenomenon as a whole. It is this outlook which

needs to be somewhat modified. In the first place -i- {beside

etc. ) is as we shall see by no means confined to compounds

and comparatives. So, e.g., it is impossible to separate

Hittite hark,is "white" from the jji-, that occurs, as

Wackernacel noted, in Skt. and Greek compounds. At the same

time it is perfectly legitimate to speak of the Caland

phenomenon in cases where pi- plays no role. Thus the -u-

stem of such forms as Olr. ii, Goth, filu ( pelh , -u-) "much"

vs. the -ro - of L. plerus "(very} many" , n^po (w) "fill"

t plehj.-ro-) is just as characteristic of the Caland suffix

alternation as ~i-i-ro r . In short it will appear that the

in which an pi - replaces any one of
notion of Caland* s "Law"
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a series of suffixes and thus assumes a position of central

(and inordinate) importance should be replaced by the notion

of a "Caland System*'. In such a view a root like dhebh-

“small" » for example, will be said to have parallel derivatives

in -ro- (Skt. dabhra -). -i- I dabhTti - <. dabhi-itl- ) and -u-4

(Hitt* tepu ) all equally primary^ and derived more or less

simultaneously (in the most remote synchrony which we can

actually recover) as an immediately possible set, one formation

potentially implying the others, whatever the starting point

of this implication.

He may perhaps conjecture that originally the various

adjectival formants involved (-u-, -i- t -ro-, etc.) were

functionally distinct in some way and this might be in turn

related to the few distributional characteristics still

discernible (e.g. -i- occurs more often in compounds than in

simplicia). But even if this is so it is clear that these

functions had merged more or less entirely already in PIE so

that such conjectures remain just that.

any case, what sets the Caland system apart from

other derivational families discernible in the IE languages

is the statistically significant number of roots which in

fact make sets of derivatives with the closed set of Caland

suffixes. By way of contrast, for example, from u es - "don"

(RV y^ste etc. ) are derived a ues-mn "garment" (RV vasmaA 0 * J

Gr. and a ge/os-ti- ( uestis , Goth vasti). But

one cannot speak of a -mn/-ti- "system" in the sense in which
o
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one speaks of a —ro— , —i_— » —u,- etc* system because, even

though yes-mn and ges-ti- are virtually isofunctional (as are

e,g, # dhebh-ro- and dhebh-u- ) the pattern does not repeat

itself in a significant number of cases. For ues-mn/ues-ti-
'T o k—

we must speak of a -men- derivative which just happens to

occur beside a basically independent -ti- derivative with

none of the mutual implication that characterizes the Caland

system.

2. The central members of the Caland system

a. The central adjective—forming members

As will become clearer below, the series of adjective-

forming suffixes which descriptively belong to the Caland

system can be divided into a group of "central" and more

"marginal" members of the system according to criteria which

will be developed later on. It will be simply stated now

and justified later that the major adjective-forming members

are, not unexpectedly, exactly those which attracted the

most attention from Caland and Wackernagel in the first

instance! -ro-, -u-, -ont -. and -i-.

As one might expect, many of the roots displaying a

well -developed Caland system are those which have inherently

adjectival semantics

i

teiq - "sharp"

Av. tipa- -sharp", tizi-, u-stem in Irish tiug - «tio-u-)

extreme, last" occurring in compounds like tine-
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Qai-th "last ruler". For the semantics cf. Greek

"highest, extreme"-^ h^ek- "sharp"

» /

Av

dhrech— "strong"

d» razra -. dargzi . ra'ffa-

Sueit- "white, bright"
~ /

Skt, ivitra- (AV), £vit

i

-pad - "white-footed*

dhebh- "small"
/

Skt. dabhra -. dabhTti - « dabhi -iti -) . Hitt, tep-u-

ruj
g ^embh- "deep"

y yAv - Jafra -, lai^i -vafra - "with deep snow"

pk-/(ak? )- "swift"

/ / /
Skt. asu-, Av. asu-, Gr. , a well-attested u-stem. The

-rg- by-form is assumed for OCS iastrebi . RCS iastrabu . etc.

"hawk" reflecting gkrg- or akro - with the formant of OCS

SQlqkk "dove", Latin columba "pigeon" etc, and cf. Korn,
> / _ f , _ . .

UKO-rtTeyoc, , RV asu -patva ( syer.ah ) . (Meillet RSL 11 185-6,

Bemeker, SEW, 32). The -i,- stem appears, as expected, in the

comparatives Skt, aslyan , Av. asiia , Latin ocior . and also

perhaps in Skt, asx-yisa - (AV), a poisonous snake (originally
Wwith swift poison" presumably - w-D AiGr II. 1.60),

^at iR B^l.piher "falcon" is also referred to this group

(see Ernout-Meillet s. v. , but also Walde-Hofmann) and may be

interpreted to show -i- vs. -u- in acu -pedius (P.F. a. dicobatnr

Eraec i nuuin erat in currendo acumen pedum ), although both
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cases are ultimately phonologically ambiguous, accipiter

(despite Walde—Hofmann) is hard to separate from Horn. u)K t^~7TT£po^

and RV Isu-pitya and the deformation of the first member of

the compound is likely enough to be explained by folk

etymology to sccipere , as is standardly, assumed (Caper GLK

VIZI. 107, 8 i accipiter . non acceptor )

.

The first member might, as Meillet seems to think

(KSL ll 185-6), represent aci - (so also Bader, op, cit .

,

passim) even without the obvious influence of accjpere (see

Sommer Hdb. ^118,3) since there are a number of examples of

VC > VCCi

Lliera (LEITERAS CIL X 2 583 35 123-2 BC ) > LYttera

(LITTERAS CIL I 2 588l0 78 BC)

(CEXP(om) CIL I
2

5) ^ ci ppus

iupiter {< dieu -pater ) > iuppiterA “ *

lTtus beside littus

The association of a putative ~acipiter with accjpere would in

this scheme merely contribute to a phonological tendency

which is to be recognized in any case. But it would have to

be a special conditioning factor since this is the only

example in which the vowel is not i or u. Therefore aci-piter

seems at best a possibility, in no way preferable to an

original aci -piter . In fact, aci -piter may find some support

in the fact that the P.F. gloss quoted above folk etymologizes

llT .
V’pediu s (whose first member is almost surely identical at

least in root etymology to that of accieiter ) with Kcuren
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Eedum rather than, e.g. acritas or acritudo pedum .

The second member of the compound accipjter is not

easy either, aci -petri - vith a compositional -petri- (type

jge.Ew.ts? corresponding to, e.g., Skt. p£tra- is far preferable

to assuming an isolated anaptyxis for an aci -pteri - with

compositional -pteri - corresponding to r7T£p<aV , This would

presume that the nom. *aci -petris > acipetrs > acipeter (r ) >
Q

?c tpi ter (i.e, medial vowel weakening follows -rvs# > -r (

r

)

,

which can’t be absolutely disproved. In the very earliest

inscriptions CIL I2 1-5 neither has happenedr SAKROS (1),

NVMASIOI (3), but when the evidence resumes both have). Thus

the genitive aci —pi tr i s , dat, aci -pi tri etc, would have the

-£it- of the nominative analogically while Plautine acioetrTha

(v,l. -pitrina ) -thievery** preserves the original vocalism.

But integer, integrum shows either that the analogical

levelling in this morphologically parallel and contemporaneous

case went exactly the other way around or that -rvs# > -r(r )#

jp^lcyg<3 medial vowel reduction (*n-taaros ^ entearos 'y

T —— —

jntegrs > integer).
o

If both -pteri- and -petri - are problematical to some

extent, however, there is a third possibility, Hittite has an

r/p stem from this root meaning "wing**i NA sg, pattar . G pi.
y

feaddana s. If the second member of acipiter is referred to

this formation (with its probable e root vocalism on account

of aci-£etr7ha) ve may conclude an original paradigm of the

type pot - r/net -n -s oet-en-.
o o

The morphologically identical
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* t l^?.oulidh-r/

(

hj) euhdh-n -s rj (h^)uhdh-en- is perhaps instructive

for the Latin developments. The Latin reflex is of course

which has undergone tvo major secondary developments!

1) the e vocalism of the oblique n-cases ( -en- ) has been

extended to the r—cases { ^er cannot of course reflect -r cf.
T

iecur), as also, incidentally, in the case of it er (original

paradigm ei-t^i-ten? 2) the r/n alternation has been replaced

by •£ throughout. If ve start vith an *aci -peter ^ with the

root shape of the oblique cases generalized (as also possibly

in ober although the case is totally ambiguous^; but certainly

in the indirect morphological parallels x-ter and iec-ur)

and with a secondary —er (as in uber ) in the nominative and

an *aci-petres in, e.g.the genitive either by early syncope

from aci -pe teres or by analogy to the only other animate -ter

Stems in the language - the pater , f rater , mater series, the

diff iculti es disappear.

At stage one we have *aci-peter/aci -pefcr-es vs. *entacros/

©ntasrom. with the medial vowel weakenings aci -piter/aci-petr-es

vs. int earos/intearom . Only then does the -rvs > -rs > -er(r)
O

“
rule operate thus giving integer vith no analogies required.

At any stage after the medial vowel treatments which produced

gcipj t er/acipetr— the analogical extension of -pit— from the

nominative is free to take place (while -petr - is presumably

preserved in aci-petrina ), This interpretation at least makes

it possible to explain aci pi tor and integer without contra-

dicting ourselves and may at the same time constitute some
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grounds for dating the Latin -rvs > -er rule later than the

siedial vowel reductions.

In any case* aciniter vs. acupedius may or may not

furnish an aci - vs. acu- Caland pair but do probably furnish

vs. ok-. This is snnbiguous fox the reconstruction of

tha shape of the root for "swift" however (h -*ek- vs. h^-?*

'hi vs. (hi)h3k-V). It does appear to rule out what

would otherwise be a perfectly possible preform for (late IE)

SKU-* though* namely, h^-^ku- with the structure of bhe-bhr-u-

t^kt. bebhru— , Gmc. "bebru— ) "brown* beaver” since reduplicating

syllables are as a rule not subject to e/zero apophony and

h3e-h3 (efk- would yield a constant ok-.

hperg- "bright"

in Skt. r Ira -. Gk. dftfOS (<: )

l0

~ir in Hitt. harki¥ "white". As” Caland -j,-" in r ji -svan- PN

(cf kJyq.5 ?>, rjTti - (< r ii-iti-) . r jtka- "with
° ft ft

whifcej shining ^PPCBrancB* fo^io 11 h^ rtii —hgk^~o (on Toch A

ITrki see below).

3/
-u- pre-supposed by op^u-pos , CLOfu-fio$ , Skt. ariu-na- (more

on which below), u—stem denominative derivative probably in

(aroutus also suggests denominative origin) "make

clear, elucidate".

-ont- in the various words for "silver”* Av. a razata -. L.

argentum, OIn. araat (only later a ircet ) . W. ariant all

reflecting ^(ejrcr-nt-o-. Skt. rajata- presents Schwebeafclaut
O
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problems in the root12 (see Anttila $ 9.4) but clearly belongs

here as far as the *-nt-o- formation is concerned. Armenian

"silver,gold" is still more problematic. Cf. erkat
C

"iron"?

apparent

The famous

“root" *Kud-

pair .vuipos

"famous"

KU ft" OYC LpO*

bher8h- "high"

-£o- in Toch. A parkar B parkre (both reflecting *fahrch-ro-)
O

-ont- in RV bgh-antj Av. b^raz -antr Also attesting this wide-

spread bhrgh-ont- are the (originally divine) name Briait in

Irish *bhrqh ->nt—

1

— e.g. Av. ba ra zb i t i ) and the Germanico o "

Burgund^— names ( bhroh—nt— ) . Xn Tocharian we have a compound

meaning "sunrise, the East". The forms arei

Toch A. nom. kom-parkant

dat. kom-parkahtac
*

derived adj. ko

m

-parkane

j

in

fem , obi , kom-pa rkanca~m

Toch B. nom. kaum-pirko

abl * -pirkomem
*

derived adj. -pirkosse

No doubt the original stem is to be identified with that of

, etc. (on its non-ad jectival function see below)

and (or bherch-ont ) the proximate pre-form in the

nominative. B -pirko would seem to represent the regular

phonological development of —ont/-onts in final position

(cf, B valo ) while the A form in -ant is restored from the

rest of the paradigm (cf. A Ijnt). In B though, this -nirko

has been generalized as an invariant nominative-oblique stem
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(cf. descriptively B pijbo ?) and thus the B abl. pirko -rrem.
*

possessive -pirko-sse.
* *

-j_- in Av. to re z i - as above,

-u- in Hitt, parkas' "high" Arm. bar lr , bariu (bhrcrh-u(r)) "id".
" o

—

Seuk^ (maybe Ilr. only- Greek KVWO$ "swan" very unsure)

“E0-/-I0- in sukra- (RV), lukla (AV), Av. su*ra - ‘'bright**

*"i* *n suci - "bright”

duehp- "far, long, long (lived)**

£ba£h2"££- in S’jpo? “long". Arm. erkar "long" but duh ?-ro- in

L. durus, Skt. dura - "far**, Av. durat "from afar**,
70

OIr. do e "slow", pi. dpi seems to represent a secondarily

thematicized dughg-i.-; dgoh^-i- y duoi - and duoi+ o- duoio-x*^ ^ ~7y— ~ -7wT“
doe .

Greek £aov could similarly reflect dueh„-i- > dual- and

^ dueh 2~o- is of course possible

too. Only the parallelism of the Irish form and the general

extreme rarity of thematic adjectives with e root vocalism

beside a Caland system suppor t dueh 2 ^-i o -*

Hitt* tu^a, tuna la- also belong here (Benveniste BSL 33 f 142)

but the non-preservation of h2 in t nuala - requires some

explanation (model of du_ua where the —hp could have been in

final position?). If so tuua-la- would be a formation parallel

to , erkar .

^

h-^ reudh- "red, blood(y)"

The veil -known forms are of the typei
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in EV ^udhi -kra - PN "Blutausstreuend" (W-D AiGr . II. 1.61,

Kayrhofer KEWAi sub rudhira -) and indirectly in rudhi -ra'-

a& veil.
jf\

r
-

6
f>u$~

-££- in t^vfipos » ruber Toch A rtar B ratre . Iranian *rudra -

in Sogdian rwz- (Szemer4nyi BZ N 2, i7Sf . ), etc.

The u-stein is lacking in accordance with Bloomfield's restriction

(Language 1, 88ff .

)

dens-l "wise* wondrous"

/ /^ Av. dap-rc with -ro- beside the -i- of &n-<j>pwV.

damsu (RVI, 134, 4 and 141,4) might mean "in wondrous wise"

and if so would belong here. But the word has also been

interpreted as loc. pi. of dam— "house" (see Mayrhofer with

v/ references to Geldner, Renou). Even less clear is the analysis

Of damsu- futa -. damsu -patnT-.

"strong*

Caland system within Greek! ApctTU^ KapT£po$ / k^clte^O$
7

Ap4Tt*"6(9£V?p9 . Gmc hardu- (e.a, Goth, hardus ) reflecting

Jcgrt-u— has a:hwebeablaut and o grade and is reminiscent in

both respects of Gr. TloXo$ < see below).

> Av, ^Cratus are nouns and not adjectives but the

formant ultimately has to do with this Caland system

(see below) '

mak- "long, thin"

”££.*' • y<a-Kpc5 (on Hitt, maklant - see below)

“i- as expected in Av. comparative masi -ia.
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Other typical Cal and-system formations on this root below,

"sharp"

. 3 / f
*“£2.” in G,KpO$ » OIr, er "high* noble" (cf. the Greek

correspondent for the semantics) OCS os( t ?ru etc,

“i~ in Gr. a,KL$ <*K-t-f-) "needle, splinter, barb, etc,"

and indirectly elsewhere (see below),

*3i“" adjective in Latin acus (cf, Plaut, acu rem tanqere in

which acu probably means "sharply") so that acus "needle"

would seem to be a substantivized adjective. Further the

derivatives acuere "sharpen” and acumen "sharpness" point to

an acu- "sharp". Also Latvian ass "sharp" probably^ Baltic

and cf, Lith. asu-tai "stiff horsehairs" and OCS
O it It n -« 1

OSU-tU TptpoAD5 .

This root furthermore makes a large number of more

complex formations typical of a root with a veil -developed

Caland system (see below).

The root vocalisms shown by the whole complex of

derivatives include a£- {cucpo$ etc,), a£- (L. acer - see

below), and ok- (o*pc^ , peris , etc. - see below) which seem

to point to ^ 2^“* “* &2^“* Purely within the system

of Caland derivatives from this root it would seem at first

glance that the -u- stem paradigm (and only the -u- stem

paradigm) could have had all three vocalisms if one assumes

an original aerostatic h
2Sji-u-/h^ek-u- with a new h^ek-u-

produced in place of h 22h“H” the basis of the ambiguity

*
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/

of -the -weak cases in h2e£'i3“ (or the reverse beginning vith

k^B^-u-Zh^ek-u- and leading to a new h
2
gk-u-) . An exact

parallel would be provided by h,ues-u-16^ h, uos-u- (e.g.

Irish f iu beside fo )/h1ues-u-,
17 Thus produced, the three“" ri

Variant vocalisms could be assumed to have each been generalized

tp the other formations in the Caland system (ak- would of

course be well represented outside the -u- stem paradigm

already).. But this explanation is at least partly improbable

because L. acer , the only good evidence for ak- within the
y / O yr /

Caland system (-^K£$ 051/ is decomposition a 1 ) , is alnost sure

pot to have its ak- from the u-stem paradigm. In the first
? / __ uPlace a*f>o$ t acer is matched by sacer (sakros)i sacer ( sakris

)

Vhile there is no -u- stem to sak- so that the assumption of

|Ui“ from the u—stem paradigm is at least unnecessary. Further-

more the lengthened vocalism of both sakri - and akri - seem

to he an inner-Latin matter to judge by the fact that Oscan

consistently has sakri^, never ^ occurrences and

the one time it occurs, although this is less

PPP-Clusive inasmuch as it is a hapax and may not even reflect

a real --jU stem since it is simply an adverb. But 0. sakri-

j.h any case enough to show that Lat. sakr

i

- probably has

Vocalism lengthened within Latin18 and this should make akri -

Open to a great deal of suspicion.

Furthermore, if the ak— vocalism of acer is supposed

to have originated in an (aerostatic )u- stem paradigm it

is a serious embarrassment that the -u-stem formations from
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fehis root - including that of Latin acu- itself-consistently

show |k-(or ok-), in short the vocalism of Latin
'

acri -fand

" for that matter ) is enigmatic but probably not

inherited and localizable in an aerostatic ^i-stem paradigm,
A

The ok- vocalism is somewhat less improbably taken as having

been generalized from a h^ok-u- since the ambiguity of the

Sal to-bravie forms in *asu- means that ok- cannot absolutely

be ruled out of the -u- stem formations that are found. But,

ss ve shall see, there are a number of good examples of

Caland system formations showing o root vocalism for which

fehe assumption of an aerostatic g/e -u- paradigm is at least

totally unsupported. In short the multiplicity of vocalisms

shown by the h
2
£k- root in its Caland system (ok-, ak-, ak-)

remains problematical and may turn out to be explainable only

case by case if at all.

dheufah- "dark"

A small but clear Caland system constituted by Greek

®blind" (

*

d_hubh-lo-) vs. OIr. dub "black" (*dhubh-u-). The

Greek form is an example of -lo- as the equivalent of -ro-

wlthin the Caland system (of which there are many examples)

and the Irish form is one of a small number of exceptions*^

to Bloomfield's restriction - the tendency for roots containing

“31*" not to make g—stem adjectives.

dheub - t,high f deep"

Beside thematic dhoub-o- < e .g. Goth, diups ). this root has
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£ (Caland system constituted by Lith. dubus (dhub-u- another

exception to Bloomfield's restriction) beside La tv. dubra

(insofar as this may be considered a substantivized

adjective, as is fairly likely in a root with adjectival

.meaning ).. Toch A tpar B tapre (C. Toch. tapra -) reflect

and thus supply the -ro- formation to this Caland

system..

oerh ^- "old, feeble"

in ycptt-pV "venerable", C-mc. *karlaz "(old) man

example, in its root vocalism, of the o "interference"

Vhich >fas mentioned above in connection with ok- forms of

£he '"sharp" root. The -u~ stem correspondent is continued

directly by (indirectly elsewhere as well - see below).

This paradigm is based (in Greek) on an invariant ypo./^-

Vhich can only have been the original stem form in the oblique

£3ses. Thus gen. (e.g, ) grh 2-u-es > grau-es and with*orau-
& A a '

generalized to the nom. grau-s (Horn. j-p-Tj 0$ ). The oblique

in turn probably points (see below) to an original

gjrphikinetic paradigm (

*

jerh
2
-ou-/^h -u.^ ) to which Avestan

* V20 / r\

o 7%

n asaus "corpse" (nek-ou-s
) provides an exact formal parallel.

^ §halj return to these forms later in the discussion of the

inflectional types of the u-stems of the Caland system.

An -gnt- formation is also well-known here* Gr. ^cpcoV’

beside RV jarant-/jurant -. Now jarant - occurs beside a

present jarati_ but is not functionally the "present participle"
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of this verb at all. jurati is transitive (and thus the

creation of a formal "causative" participle jfrayant-

beside jarati in this transitive value) while jarant- is

intransitive (see W-D AiGr . II. 2. 163f , )., This taken together

with the fact that no gerh -,—o - present occurs in Avestan,

nor in Greek beside j'cpwv * suggests at the very least that

is simply not the participle of a putative present
A
Sgrilg-S" diachronically speaking and never was. The case is

parallel to brhant-/barazant — . an —ont — adjective, as we have

seen* which is widely attested in the IE languages, beside

ferhati which is confined to Indie, has a transitive force,

and is not attested in RV at all. In both cases we are

dealing with primary adjectives in -ont- beside -u-, -ro-,

and *1.“ within a Caland system and having nothing direct to

do with the verbal system.

Similarly jurant- occurs twice in the early books of

the RV while jurati (RV hapax) occurs in Book J only - leading

one to suspect that jurant- and jarant - are allomorphic

doublets both going back to a single jarant -/ jurat- (o^h.-ont-/
A ^

^

^ paradigm with jurati back-formed to jurat -.

And it is interesting to note that no jur -ant- forms actually

exist in RV - only iur-at-.

The frost common RV adj. from the <$erh^- root is actually

a-jurva - (once a-juria- trisyllabic) whose root vocali

indicates that whether the actual development to be assumed

is Srh
2
-i - > Juri- then + -a- > jSris- or £rh -i-io- in the

A ^ *
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place {the first more likely in such a clear Caland

?nd cf. the parallel of Greek laoy and Irish dog above),

-ye should assume as the starting point the i-stem adjective

found (in recharacterized form) in Avestan zairi -na -

<(# 4:ype to be discussed below ).

fPP fhe root 8erh
2
- ve therefore have a complete

Palana sec* .-ro/lo-. -v - ,
-ont -, -i-,

pieh -y,- "flat, broad"

palhi~ vs, OIr, lar ( pleh ?-ro-/plh^-ro-) "surface"

Wr f-ilawr if these are substantivized adjectives for "flat,"

*nel (hg) "black"

/tzXa.$ , /(iXaivcc* /ceAa.v has been interpreted (Schwyzer

§£/ gracni. 490, IF 30 446ff,j Brugmann Grdr 2 2,1.256 note 1)

—h P.r_iginal ycc\&.vo$ , ^/tcAacva^ , * /ctAdVov', comparable to

Ekt, palina-, malinT but reinterpreted as an n-stem on the

basis of /ceAtrcvfv, But in the first place, as Frisk IX. 198-9

poihts out, the Sanskrit side of the equation is useless for

comparison since malinT is attested only lexicographically

in the meaning "menstruating woman") and malina - is in

§5?3ifcipn only epic and classical, where it is clearly a late

derivative of mala - "dirt" (W-D AiGr II.2.351f,)

In the second place melh2-n-ih 2
as feminine of melh ^-no-

is very unlikely in Greek in the first place since Greek

simply doesn* t have the "vrkf- type" Ci.e. -ih
2
- feminine to

masculine21
), as is quite clear from Schvyzer's own
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survey (Gr. Gr. 1.473-6) of Greek -La, formations. They are

Virtually limited to athematic corresponding masculines
/ t / ,t/ / / *

//tea, LS.f>£<J$/ ICptlO. , <ptf>wV/<f>£f>0VSa., -y£l")r/- J'Cima*

^p/.TTtpa, ana -Tpta, fx&us /iSvlcl, TCktmv/TtKT<Lcva.
t etc#

stc.) Even Schwyzer qualifies with "anscheinend** the forms

^660, "(zu Auko$ ?)"* ^oTpa. **( ycopos bzv./cop - vie y>Ao^-...

^Kier -Op- aolisch?)" which he lists vith justifiable doubts

&\ p. 474. Implicit in the very assumption that /ciXoLLva.

£puld be the starting point for a secondary n-stem masculine

its the admission that ji.t\ cu. Vo. is normal only beside an n-stem,

pot a thematic which can only lead one to wonder

Vhy^tX^vo- should be assumed in the first place,^
Frisk indicates the direction for a better solution in

pointing out that the obvious parallel to
, /teAatV*.

»

is TIzAas • , n'a.Xex.'/ "vobei indessen zu beachten

1st dass riakas ein urspr. Vr- Stamm zu sein scheint" (and

Compare dative TaAavrt in Hipponax and Frisk II. 2.848).

Clearly both TclXo.$ and /t £\a$ are original -vr- stems. In the

case of TaAa$ the derivational history is ambiguous. It

Could either be the original participle of the root aorist

ffA-rj which, having become specialized in the meaning "(long-)

suffering, unfortunate" was replaced by or else it is

3 primary -nt- adjective belonging in the Caland system of

belh
2
- along with T<a.Aapcc( ? 5 and -ToAa.t-(/i ,etc.), with

which it agrees, furthermore, in having Taka* - < tlh?- vs. the

rA<L~ < ~-2" of the verbal forms. For < /ecXa-’/r-s
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tptvly the second possibility is open* of course. It can only

be interpreted as a primary adjective in -nt-,

Beside this -nt- stem it is perhaps legitimate to see

Indirect evidence of the corresponding -u- stem in /co/\o-Vw

^•eully, make dirty". In addition the -ro- stem may be

in Albanian miere "unlucky" (? < "black" according

£9 9 Keyer Btym . Wflrterbuch der alb . Sprache . 233)

g9n_- '"apart (from), without" XV£v
adjectival-adverbial root appearing, on the one hand, in

purely adverbial formations ( »sn-ter in Ionic a-Tcp cf.

^Isp p.HG .sun -tar etc.) but sen-u- in RV san-u-tar "away,

E*sjde** vs, sen -i- in Latin sine (

*

seni > sini > sir.e with the

H f i/“£i rule of cinis followed by -_i# > -e#) and *snn-i-
O

v(Bindeman _form cf. NTS 20, 1965 38ff.) in OIr. sain "different,

special", Cf, also FV san-i-tuh. Toch A sne, B snai "without"
»

furthermore reflect a *sn-ei- (cf. A tre B trai < *trei(es)
f\

""

pthree**), perhaps ultimately the oblique stem of an old

?£land i-stem adjective. These adjectives may well have

been proterokinetic (R(e)-i-/R(z)-ei-) cf. Hittite sail is".

S§h* jfallaias for the type.o

fcemh- "dark"

Presents -ro- in Skt. tamra - (YV) which would appear to

reflect ultimately tmh-ro- > *ta-ra- with the root shape

remodelled to tajm- on the model of tam-as, etc. Beside this

form is tamra - (RV 10th Book) apparently still more closely
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assimilated to the root shape tam- of tam-as or even made

^directly on it as an entirely fresh formation. For the

peculiar-looking tirnira- see Kuiper Acta Orientalia 20 (1946)

^a-35 although one’s confidence in the assumption of "laryngeal

pmj.aut" for this form is not increased by the fact that

j^jrira - is a rather late (epic/classical) form. In any case

Jgysra- points indirectly to an old -ro- formation *tmh-,-ro~
O

^

for this root.

The corresponding -i~ adjective seems to be continued

Py pir> teim (

»

tem(h)-l-) "dark"

tepr **hot"

adjective in RV tanu- "hot".

-ho- in e.g, O.Russ. teplu . On the relation of OCS toplu .

^tc, eee Vasmer III. 94, Neill et Etudes 413. teplu seems to

pB the original form of the adjective,

A primary adjective in -ont - is reflected on the one

frapd by Olr. te, pi. teit "hot" (tenent- < tep-nt- ) with no
O

V§?b beside it (cf. the case of ~^cpu)Y above) and on the

£ther by RV tapant-. As in the cases of brhant - and iarant-

,

O
tapant- "hot" has a transitive t^pati "heats, burns" beside

it. In all three cases the Vedic "participles" differ in

function from the presents and the presents are limited as

to Indie while the -nt- formations have exact correspondents

elsewhere (brhant — t ?ant — etc,, iarant — t ’jcpc^y ,

tapan t — i te )

,

indicating that these —nt - adjectives were
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originally independent of the verbal system. Furthermore,

and this is what concerns us here, all three of these -nt-

adjectives alternate with parallel adjectives in -ro-/-lo~

and/or -u- and/or -1-, another characteristic that ultimately

places them outside the verbal system.

h^ues - "good”

An aerostatic u-stem adjective lies behind Ir. fo **good”

^ uos-u- vs. flu , W. qwiw "worthy" and RV vasu -. Av. vanhu-/

/ £
vohu-. Either uos -u- or ues-u- is the product of a switch

n n ~

of aerostatic types but it is not possible to tell in which

direction the innovation went.

Toch. B ysu(v )-ar "friendliness" (on the segmentation
a

Krause-Thomas ^111.5) also reflects a h^ uesu - with palatalized
A

s taken over from the —i — stem h.ues-i-, preserved in the
1 r\

derivative A wse = B ysiye . yasi , a euphemistic epithet
m m *

"goodly, friendly" (cf, ysuwar ‘'friendliness" ) which has come
*

to be the word for "night".

Thus h^ues -u-Zh^ uos -u- vs, h. ues -i-J
‘f\ Z' 1

r\

A Caland system limited to Indie is presented by the

i-stem cudhi -, the -ro- stem dudhra - and the -on

t

- stem

dodhant- (all RV meaning "wild") apparently reflecting an

enlarged root dheu-dh- (cf. Hsch, ?

)

In these cases, then, we have a Caland system, a complex

of parallel adjectival formations in -i-, -u-, -ro-, and -ont-,

derived from roots with more or less adjectival semantics.
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But Caland systems are by no means limited to such roots of

course. There are many roots either not adjectival at all

or not primarily adjectival which show the same derivational

pattern:

l££euh
2
-

Roofc noun m 0 Xr . cru » Av. . Slavic kry (see Bexneker

SEW , 632 for the various forms) "blood, gore, bloody flesh"

which indicates (and see more on this fact below) that the

basic semantics of the root are most likely not adjectival.

In any case cf, Skt. Kru-ra-, Av, ^tril-ra - vs, Av,

y-ruu-ant- (and ^ruu-ant-a-24-) , L. crn-ent-( us ) . Av. *ruui -

dra-, Skt. a-Kravi -hasta -

y
s ek ^

A verbal root "follow" ( sacate , , secjuor etc. ) with
JL

RV I“£k-ra- "united" vs. saci-vfd- "like-minded" (w-D AiGr.

11,1.59)

h
3
re§-

> /
Also verbal , reoo, etc.) and with the Caland system!

?.ra £P-~ "straight (on), correct" (cf, also rju-kratu-.
_ e

-gatha - etc, in compounds )

-ro- in the X-Xr, compound rjrasva- (rjra-a|va-)= Av. 9razr»a^pa
O o — —

—

"with horse(s) going straight on" cf. RV 6.37 asvah ...
/ .

r ivanto
o’

i n r ji-pya -, ara zi-f iia -~ epithet of the eagle (2nd
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member unclear) Mflying(?) straight on’* and in r jiti -
O

( y~ 1i - i ti -) "going straight on", which may also belong

with r jra- "bright", however (W-D AiGr, 11.1,59)
%r*

~

pelq- ( vi late "hurries, flees")

•££r/-lo- in RV hapax vigra -, Lith. violas , La tv. v\eals

"quick" beside -1- in Av. vaezii . arsti - "with quick lance"

(W-D AiGr . 11.1,60)

frueuq- (beside an enlarged tuueq-s- vaksavati .

Goth, vahs ian . etc,),

The ^2^3.” form of the root has a Caland system constituted

*>y ^2““““ *RV 32x£- "great, mighty" — G.Av. ugro cf.

pqra -bahu- => uyra-bazu-) beside -u- in OPr. augus "greedy

(for gain)" and Lith. auou(ras) "growth" which belongs to a

series of —ma- abstracts derived from u-stem adjectives

(Brugmann Grdr 2 11.1,250).

The only evidence of the -i_- stem is in the comparatives

Skt. p ja. -yas -, Av. aoYi -iah- "greater, mightier",

"support, bear" (in both the physical and meta-

phorical senses) has a primary verbal system with the nasal

present t^_—n ( e ) —
h
^“ (OXn. tlenaid . Lat. tollo ) and root aorist

) but also a full Caland system

t

(Horn. PN), TaAac- <ppu/V "wretched" (Sophocles)

with ro.Xa.~L- replacing raA-t- (tlh
?-i-) on the model of e.g.

nUo po — a kv£— t- — Ta\<2.-j>o-i X— (and see Wackernagel
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Verm . Beitr . 9)

YaXap05 "basket" in and of itself could perfectly well be

interpreted as an example of a fairly well represented class

of deverbative nouns in -ro- , some of which are, like this

one, names of .instruments or implements e.g. {•vpov "razor"

(1 "scrape") = Skt. ksura - "razor". If so, it would not

belong here in the last analysis.
/

The -nt- stem is probably continued by TaAas "wretched"

(secondarily an n-stem cf. dat. TaXa.v'-rc in Hipponax), reflecting

tlh_-nt-s,
o z

OPr. talu s "floor (< ground)" shows a u-stem formation and is

another example of what we have been calling o "interference"

within the Caland system. It is as if it reflected a tollu-u-

and although an aerostatic paradigm (type h. uos-u-) cannot
'‘A

perhaps be absolutely ruled out, the assumption is not

supported by any additional facts. One may perhaps further
/

compare Skt. talu "palate" (also maybe "top of the head"

see Mayrhofer 1.499).

Semantically, of course, OPr. talus is to be put with

other words for "earth, ground" that are derivatives of

telh
2
“ "support"* OIr. talam ta "men- stem), Slavic tilo

<tlh
2
-o-), perhaps Skt. tala - ( telhu-o-) "surface", etc.

Of importance here is only that it is a u-stem beside the

Greek -i_- and -nt- formations above.

In Latin, a t «• 7 h 2 ~u
— seems to fee required directly

or indirectly by the archaic adverb tolut i

m

".on the run"

t
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(Originally "lifting (the feet)" - see E-M 694, W-H II, 689,

although the suggestion "auf Grund einer Wzform *teleu-" is
r\

jhoth improbable (since telh 2
- simply doesn't occur with a

root enlargement) and unnecessary. The derivational

history of tolutim is not, it is true, perfectly clear. But

*here are only a very limited number of possibilities. Latin

has pnly five adverbs in -utim* minutim (Cato), tributim

'(picero), solutim (hapax in Tertullian), volutim (Nonius),

tolutim (Plautus, Lucilius), It is fair to say that -utim

oot a wildly productive adverbial suffix. In fact it is

found only where it belongs - beside -Titus ( minutus . tributes ,

gglutus, volutus). There is simply no free-floating -utim

in the language. It is always derived either from an -utus

perhaps (in the case of tributim "by tribe" in tributim

pentu riatim Cicero pro Fl acco 7,15) directly from a u-stem.

Tojfitim is in fact the most isolated and archaic-looking

pember of this small group of -utim adverbs and it is therefore

Virtually impossible to assume that it has somehow been made

the model" of the other four all of which (except perhaps

jrjnut im? are clearly later formations in the first place.

There is also the further problem of why tol - would be the

stem extracted for purposes of this spreading of -utim . since

£t scarcely appears elsewhere in the language (archaic

subjunctive tulam; perfect te-tul 1 1 tol era re . itself problematic

" ^ee belov >* It is clear that tolutim is either the replace-

ment of a * tolu , a u-stem ablative in adverbial function
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£cf, tributim "by tribe" probably just a reinforced adverbial

formation for tribu "by tribe'* since it has very little to

do semantically with tribuere , tributus ) or else tolutim is

derived from a lost *tolutus which pre-supposes a *toluere

which in turn can only be denominative from a u-stem. The

first possibility (reinforcement of *tolu) is probably

preferable, but in any case tolutim requires a u-stem

adjective meaning "lifting".

L-Ptin tellus is also usually said to belong to the set

©f words for “earth" made on telh
2
“ "hear, support" (and

"lift" cf, OIr* tlenaid "takes, steals") so E-M 679, W-H 11.655.

gut the details of its formation have remained a problem.

Once seen, however, that telh^- makes a Caland system of

derivatives (riXfl-L-cfpuJV
, raXo,-vr-» possibly r&Xapos ) which

includes a u-stem (OPr. talus . L. tolu ( tim ) ) . some progress

(nay perhaps be made. We have already seen two cases in which

3 Caland system includes, beside whatever -i~, -ro-, and -ont-

formations it happens to make, an amphikinetic -u- stem.

leside ve have Av. *nasau^ "corpse" unambiguously

pointing to a paradigm nek-ou-s/ ( nk-u-es ) in the first
/ / ° a

instance. Greek V£K\r$ (gen.V£kiro$ ) , which functions both

as a noun "corpse" and an adjective "dead" may be the exact

correspondent of the Avestan form with -1/-/-V*- having

replaced the original -gu-/-u- in the suffix (see Schwyzer

463, Kuiper "Notes on Vedic Noun Inflection".

Likewise beside , Gmc. *karlaz and
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/
* *

isrant -/jurat - we have Kom. (dat, ypTj't ) , where the

invariant stem arau‘-( s )/grau -( os , -i > etc. ) can only have

originated in an oblique stem qrh -.-u-. The oblique stem
o ^ 7S

prh^-u- in and of itself, of course, is ambiguous. It is
t *• r\

appropriate both to an amphikinetic {nom. gertu-ou-) and a

hysterokinetic (nom. grho-eu ) paradigm. But the parallelism

of nek-ou-s itself should carry some weight. y£KV$ ( nek-ou-)

and (proposed as ultimately reflecting a gerh-.-ou-)

are u-stems made from semantically similar roots (’'perish**

and "weaken’* respectively) both of which have well-elaborated

Caland systems within which a u-stem formation is to be

expected. Furthermore the formal/ semantic parallelism of

nefi-ou- "dead (body)” to qerhi-ou- "old (woman)" would be

complete - all the more so if, as seems practically certain,

the restriction of qerh^-ou- to females (as that of gerh o-ont

to men) is a secondary one accomplished only within Greek.

In addition the Hesychius gloss * ^epwv which,

beside arh^-tv- (jp^'C), would certainly point to a aerh^-(o )u-

is supported by the proper name /Tpy? attested at least once

and perhaps twice (both in the genitive singular ke-ru

-

wo -se

slipvFoj ) in Cyprian syllabic inscriptions ( 0, Hasson Les

inscriptions chvoriotes svllabiaues nos, 117, 154d). Given

that a u-stem is at home in this Caland system in the first
/

place and is assured for Greek by ^p^*^ anyway , there can be

no objection to interpreting yEpuf /ftpvAos as reflecting an

original u-stem (cf. 0pa6v^/3pa:5VAO$ /tfSus / Hyj&uko$) rather
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than analogical (Schwyzer Gr. Gr. 1 463) or back (Leumann

plotta 32, 224 n.l) formations.

What is more, it may be doubted that a hysterokinetic

would have the required function. Again the parallel

pf the derivatives of nek- becomes relevant. For the neatest

way of accounting for the distinction in function between the

Ur-stem nek-ou- "dead body" and the u-stem reflected by the

Celtic words for "death" (OIr, ec, MW. anaheu ) is to assume for

the latter a collective/abstract nk-gu 26 with plural inflection
O

pf the oblique cases (thus nQ-u-om, nk-u-bhis, etc.), which
O r\ O

~ “
ppt unexpected for formations with collective/abstract value

(J, Schmidt Die Pluralbildunqen der indoaermanischen Neutra .

£2ff. and passim). This directly accounts for Irish teit do

j[caib ("dies" < "goes to death") with ecaib directly

reflecting nk-u-bhis and suggests that the singular inflection

of gc is an innovation while Welsh anaheu results from a

normalization of the nominative of the paradigm nk-eu, nk-u-om,
O G A

fik-u-bhis to nk-e^-es, nk-g-om, nk-u-bhis. We could thus

expect a orh^'SH to mean "old age" just as nk-eu means "death"

While oerh
2
-ou-s "old (woman)" fits neatly with nek-ou- "dead

{ body )

"

We have, then, two possible cases in which a Caland

system includes, beside -i.-, -ro-, and -ont - formations, an

amphikinetic u-stem adjective. A third case, within the

Caland system of telh2- ri\a$ /TtCtevrU

,

which

ve know to have included a u-stem in any case, (OPr. talus
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<ar>d^ specifically in Latin, tolu -tim ) vould provide a

satisfactory pre-form for tell us . Specifically aerh^on-i

= nv£.-ou-* n£-u- = telh -ou-i tlh-u-. The immediate

{Outcome of such a paradigm in the IE dialect ancestral to

Italic would have been tel-ou-s/tla-u-es vhere the form of
r\

the nominative-accusative vould secondarily imply an anit

tPPt tel —, an implication that vould be supported by verbal

fpr.m.s such as the subjunctive tel -IT- Q tulam ) , the perfect

and even the tl - of the present tlnati (or
O 0

^Jjready tlneti?). Only tla -to- vould shov tla - but not, of

©oyrse, alternating vith tel - vithin a paradigm. The

remodelling of a paradigm as anomalous as tel -ou-s/tla-u-es

Vpuld be all but inevitable and this remodelling could have

t>een done at the early stage in question in one of three

vay.s* Either by generalization of the tel - of the nominative-

Sf^bysative throughout the paradigm or by the creation of a

nev ^morphological" zero grade tal - to conform to the root

or by the creation of a normal anit

zero grade tl- (still presumably possible at this early

Stage and supported by the tl- of the nasal present). In
O

it is this third development, the replacement of anomalous

fUELk tl-, which appears to have occurred. This

is demonstrated by meditullium once the details of its

formation are recognized, medi -tullium is a clear example

Of a series of compounds vith second member in -io- which
A

function as locational adjectives. Thus vith thematic second
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member RV adhi -gar

t

-ya - "on the wagon seat" i aarta - "wagon
c / •> /

Beat” or w-ovpqv-<.05 "under the heavens" i ovpovos "the

sky". But from non-thematic second members this compositional

-io- derivative is made on the oblique stem. RV tiras-ahn-va-« r 1

' *

—

“of the day before yesterday" {< "across, over a day")* ahar/

ahn-(as ) "day" or tvt-^0oY^LO^ "upon the earth" i y@wv/y0ov-

"earth", For the type in Latin cf. further abs-tem-ius . There

can be no real doubt that medi -tullium contains just such a

denominative -io- derivative of the word for "earth" thata
eventually appears in Latin as tellus/telluris but which at

the time of the formation of this -io- compositional derivative
a

Still had a stem t:(e )l-(e}u-i and more specifically the

formation of e.g. tiras-ahn -ya- indicates that medi-tull -ium

is to be analyzed meahio - (adjectival stem functioning as a

virtual local adverfc/preposition ) plus -tlu-io-, the oblicue
O A A

stem of the word for earth suffixed in -io-. This medhio-

tlu -io- develops to meditull ium directly and regularly -

originally in the meaning "in the middle of the earth" then

"in the middle" and finally, with substantivization of the

adjective, to "the middle". We may compare the analogous

substantivization of lm^$ovio$ "upon the earth" to huyOlviOL

"mortals"

.

Meditullium. then, is an extremely precious form which

shows that when this compound was formed, the oblique stem of

the word for "earth" (in the paradigm which was replaced by

the totally obscure-looking tell'us/tell'uris ) .was somethina
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that would develop directly to the -toll - of medi -tuil-rum.

Ahd In view of the OPr. u-stem talus "floor" only a tl-u-

ie yery likely.

We may therefore have some confidence in the reconstructed

tel-2«-s/^-£-es, The oblique stem is f . in effect, directly

attested in meditullium and the nom, -acc. tel -ou- is 1) re-

quited to motivate the anit tl - in the first place and
* O

2) directly paralleled by nek-ou-, aerh^-ou-. This paradigm

wag then of course inherited into Italic and with the para-

digmatic levelling of root vocalism expectable at this stage

wag remodelled from tel -ou-s/tl-u-es to tel-ou-s/tel-u-es
& A "

r\ **

with generalization of the vocalism of the nominative. One

may compare originally amphikinetic termo (cf. u. acc.

termnom— ^ t_er—m ( g )n - , u)

y

) , sermo (probably primary

find not deverbative to serere "concatenate" on semantic grounds),

and even carg earn is (= u. karu/O. camels ) which, even though

Ultimately reflecting zero grade root vocalism, still shows

the generalization of the vocalism of the nominative. For

since the root is ani£ ker- (k£tpw , Latin curtus K kr-to -

)

o
the vocalism kar- is probably to be explained as generalized

from a "Lindeman’s Law" k|r-o(n
) , originally at home only in

the nom, singular. In any case the fact is that tellus .

which can hardly be anything but the re-arranged outcome of

this paradigm, does show generalized e vocalism.

tel-gu-s/tel-g-es would have been a reasonably stable

paradigm with levelled root vocalism but suffixal apophony at
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the Italic stage. It is in both respects parallel to

ca ro/carnis . and ternig~ beside U. termnom shows that the

Italic paradigm at least preserved -mo(n )/-m&n - apophony

beside levelled root vocalism (if not indeed -rro(n)/-tron-/

which is in no way excluded for Italic itself). But

thiss stability would have been destroyed when, at some point

during the xralic period -lu- assimilated to -11- (Sommer

JjEdb^ 220, Leumann L.Gr. 166). At this point the paradigm

beeline telous/telles and with a more or less amorphous

assimilation of the nominative to the oblique cases in tell -

(vhieh may well have included the acc. sg. by this time -

Cf, patrem , carnem ) tel lous/tel 1 -es , tell -ei etc. But this

Still made for obvious difficulties with the result that

the nominative tellous , virtually unanalyzable, was generalized

OS an invariant “stem" with zero desinence and thus the

inflection tel lous/tel lous -es , tellous -ei,, tellous-em >
toll.us/tellur is .

~ *'burn, shine", beside the primary verbal system

Vhich includes RV inddhe (h^i.—n—uh— ) , ffl-s.Qio , etc. , makes a

veil -attested Caland system. Thus, with —_i — in its “classical”

function as adjectival first member of a compound Horn. Cu9l~oP,
/5yv

'

Homer has an Q.ia"0^S as well which is to be compared to

(Horn.) vs. ToAat-^tVTjs (Hom.PN),

The -ro- correspondent is to be seen in \9a,po$ (Alcaeus,

Hesychius) "pure, cheerful" (Chantraine Diet . Etym . 459, Frisk
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;GEW, 37} and perhaps AV vTdhra - "brightness )" < ui-h-idh-ro-

although the fact that this is a noun from a root with a

•Verbal system makes the Skt. case ambiguous to some extent

(cf , the remarks above on TaXapo^ ).

OIr. a eel , gen aeda . acc aed "fire" which seems to be

neuter (cf. Vendryes Lex. etvm . A-19) and is a u-stem (cf,

further the Gaulish ethnic Aedui ? - Vendryes l .c. ) may

reasonably be taken to be a substantivization of a u-stem

adjective in the Caland system of h^eidh-.

/
f / ^ /

jP-leh
^

- “fill" (RV prnati . paprau . aprah . Greek

Jp^X e> * etc * ) makes an unmistakable pair of Caland adjectivesi

“go- in Latin plerus and the *i7\>jpo$ presupposed by itAt^ou;

reflecting pleh^-ro- with a structure identical to that of

* Arm. erkar (dueh^-ro-) and -u- in the widely attested

adjective for “much, many" i RV puru-, Av. pouru - reflecting

OIr. il, Goth f ilu reflecting a pelh^-u- which, in

view of the pi eh
^
— of the verbal system, requires some

explanation. Even on general principles we should expect

the pair pelh . -u-/plh. -u-. without samprasarana, to be lessA o 1 *

original than pleh^ -u-/plh^ -u- with it (and see Anttila IE

Schwebeablaut, 147). And comparatives and superlatives like

OXt

p

1jl§. "more" ^ pleis K. pleh^-is^^ , Latin plTsirra (Festus)

^ pleisamq- < P_l_eh^ -is- , or Avestan fral io < pleh . -ios do
-1

show the expected root shape,

But itself is clearly attested in a hitherto
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unexpected place. The relevant forms are Latin, The

archaic Latin forms corresponding to classical plus and

piprimus present a somewhat confused picture. We have, for

the comparative, pious (S.C, de B. CIL I
2
581) vs. picores/

pleoris (Ca rtn, Ary » CIL I
2

2) vs. ploera (Cicero Leer 3.6).

But for the superlative ploirume (= plurimT CIL I
2

9) vs.

pllsima (Festus 222. 8 ) vs. plusima (Varro LL 7.27) vs.

Plouruma (CIL I
2

1861),

7V> begin with the superlative forms (although, as we

shall see, they are of only indirect relevance to the argument),

it is immediately apparent that plusima and plouruma are of

no use for bringing some order into this confusion, plusima

occurs in Varro among a set of examples of unrhotacized

forms. But it is anachronistic even on the face of it since

rhotacism certainly preceded the monophthong! zation of both

-ou- and -oi-. Furthermore one of the "unrhotacized" forms

cited by Varro in this group is ianitos for janitor . plusima

can be discarded as simply archaized from pl*urima . Likewise

S3^P .
uX ,

u
.f .̂ (1st cent. B.C.) is clearly an archaized spelling

for spoken plurima » -ou- is already written -u~ in CIL 1 2

7 and 9 (Scipionum eloaia ) which cannot date from much after

200 even though they are later than the actual deaths of the

men referred to (the consuls of 298 and 259 respectively).

This leaves ploirume and pi i sima as the only real

evidence for the form of the Latin superlative. But they are

mutually exclusive, reflecting piois - and oleis- and it stands
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to reason that only one can be the inherited form. Given

the choice between the two, pli sima < pleisamo - has to be

considered the original superlative. It is first of all

supported by the comparative evidence of nXtrSTOS (=Avestan

fra'esto ) and, what is really more important, there is no

pnpdel within Latin on which original plot - could have been

Femade to wnile the g vocalism of plo

i

~ has an obvious

secondary source - the o of pious , whatever its origin may

fee (so E.-H 517),. Therefore even if the assumption of an

original plots- for the original Latin superlative might

peem, when taken by itself, to receive some support from the

ON forms fleire "irore”, fleistr "most** (if indeed these are
29

fZ’Om j?lois— )

»

the inner-Latin situation with unmoti vatable

PJ P ^ sa .
?T2.~ on the one hand and pious as a source of o vocalism

on the other demand that ploisamo - be considered secondary.

Jb any case the form that is of central relevance here

is that of the comparative pious . Beside pious are found

pi cores and plpera . pleores . if it is to be taken seriously

at all, merely furnishes a glegs- < pleios- < pleh -ios-
A I ^

that matches the pieh^-is- of pleisamo - y plisima . But, as

g-M point out, it is not clear that it should be taken

seriously for it would presuppose a rhotacized form in the

Arvalium (vs, lases ) and furthermore is only con jecturally

taken as meaning plures. Ploera (Cicero) on the other hand

is Clearly an archaization of classical plura motivated bv

the attestation of such forms as Dloi rumg beside classical
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plurimi .

This brings us to plous_ itself. Attempted explanations

<pf -this form have taken two directions (Sommer Hdb ^ 455,

laymann L.Gir. 296, E—M 517, W-H 2.327), both involving

jfpmplicated corollary assumptions. On the one hand pious

has heen taken as reflecting plo -i s > plois ^ plus . This

involves the further unspoken assumption that from an original

l^lPh^ -ios/ploh.^ -is > plo ios/plois , <5 vocalism was generalized

tip -the *-is - form and that the resultant plois was treated

differently from an original plois . since pious in the SC de B,

Vhere £u and oi are correctly written, simply cannot reflect

original plois . Furthermore, plisima . as we have seen,

©rgy.es against plois in the first place.

Somewhat better is the assumption (see Sommer 455)

that pleh . -ios > pleios ^ pleos and this became Latin Dleos
A ^

Vhich was remodelled to pleus on the model of minus and then

deyelpped to pleus > pious . This will not work in this form

©t all since placing the remodelling of pleos to pleus after

the pre-vocalic shortening of long vowels in Latin is almost

purely too late. Better would be pleios ^ pleos and then
A

the remodelling to pleus > pleus > pleus > pious . But this is

also unlikely because there is no reason whatever to assume

that an -eu- diphthong which arises secondarily only within

Latin would become —ou— . In fact -eu - that arises secondarily
n

in Latin ( leuis , fcreuis ) shows that we might veil expect the

reverse — i.e. the retention of a new —e u — . .And of course
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this would rule out the first chronology as well.

The only way of saving this approach would therefore

Been to be to assume that pleos was remodelled after minus
w

to pleus and then became pleus already in Italic before the

change of -eu- to -ou-. This in turn presumes that minus

is a form of great antiquity despite the fact that it gives

the impression of being the replacement of a -mis (in ni-mis

< ne-jnTs ) < milu-i-s formed, like sat-i-s. from an i-stem

adjective plus adverbial -si mitu-i-i meih -.-u- (hyc me-u-jo)

— sat-j-i sat-u-(ro)-. Furthermore, minus as an Italic

form of such great age is not well supported by the at least

apparent divergence between minuo (with which minus must be

closely associated) and Oscan menvum (see Buck 0-U Gramm,

but also E-M 405).

Finally, does minus itself have an original -u- at

all? The natural assumption, in view of mintiere .

"short-lived" , Corn, trinow , etc. is that it does. But there

is the following consideration. If minus has an original

“£LE* then minor is back formed to minus on the model ma ior i

etc. But this model can have come into play only

after -os# > -us# in the late 3rd century (first example

estatebus CIL I ^ 9 dated to the last quarter of the 3rd

century and possibly as late as 200 — see Degrassi 1.181).

The problem is that if -os > -us was taking place only in

the latter half (and quite possibly only the last quarter)

of the third century — i.e. around or only very slightly
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^before the time of Plautus (first play already produced in

200 ) ^ it is surprising to find minor , which depends upon the

£x>mpletion of this change, already well attested in Plautus,

The chronology is too close for comfort. And if minus has

priginal -os, then explaining pious as having -us from minus

jM^cpme.s impossible, of course,

AiT these difficulties can be avoided by assuming that

|>ehind pious lies a u-stem adjective not pelh^-u- but plehj -u-.

perhaps as early as late IE this stem would have become

hiatic pleu- (e.g. nom. pleh^-u-s > pleu-s ) and pleu- soon

"thenoafter , .From this stem pleu -, and not from the root, was

derived, at a post-IE date, a comparative adverb in -is with

exactly the same formant as in maq-is. For the derivation of

•the comparative from the u-stem positive rather than the root

f^f* Nyc, me-u- jo (as if from meih^-u-Tios to put it ana-

fhronistieally - probably actually from me(i)u- Kmeih-.-u-)
A ^

plus the comparative suffix).

This high , -u- )> pleu +• i_s > pleuis is exactly comparable
- n

the structure and chronology of development, as we shall

pee,, to grauis which represents q^reh^-u- (Latin full grade

tppt corresponding as usual in this type to the zero of

* guru-) which > grau- and, with the later addition of

again regular for Latin, > qraui -. This pleuis > Italic
r\ rN

hl_o_gis and this develops absolutely regularly to pious (the

form found in the S. C. de B.) , whence plus . For —ou - as the

immediate outcome of the "contracted" sequence -ouv- cf., in
n
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the S.C.de B. itself, noundinum K'nouen-) later nundinum/-ae
A

and coniourase in which the -jour - represents earlier ioues-
A

(cf. jpues-at , ioues-tod ) and likewise becomes classical i_ur-

( iur -is, iur-are ).

This pioais < pleuis , at any point after the Italic« A

change of -eu- to -ou-. was free to influence the vocalism ofA ”A

original pleisamo- to plois-. Hence ploirume beside archaic

pllsima . The positive pleu -»s "much" was of course replaced

in Italic by the ancestors of Latin multus . Oscan molto . Umb.

wuta after having served as the derivational base of the

comparative adverb pleuis . Thus Latin furnishes evidence of

the expected pleh^ -u- beside problematical pelh^ -u- in Irish

and Germanic.

Greek 7ToA</5 apparently not only has schwebeablaut

problems but o vocalism as well which, within this Caland

system, is reminiscent of that of OPr talus vs. the presumably

original e/zero apophony of the paradigm that ultimately is

responsible for Latin tellus vs. ( medi ) -tu l 1 ium and, less

directly (since it is a matter of i-s terns but still, doubtless,

Caland adjectives) the o grade of TToAuj is reminiscent of

e.g, OIr. doe ( duoh?-i-h p- ) vs. (perhaps) Greek S<xoy(if

K d^ugh
2
~it~o- ) . We may notice in passing that, as already

mentioned, Caland h^ rudh-rc-A^uah-i- "red" has a thematic

h^roudh-o- beside it, with o vocalism. It is interesting to

note that Caland tpoAia* (*-u— beside the *-ro — of pl~erus ) is

euppleted in Greek itself by thematic IJoAXo-.with, of course.
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Q. vocalism. Only the obscure -XU of the thematic forms

disturbs the otherwise perfect parallelism betweenhfudh-iW
J^^-i-ih^oudh-o- and Ele^-roVpl (e)h -u- and pelh -u-i

But short of assuming a syncopated floAt//*©-

(Schwyzer Gr, Gramm, 265* 584 with literature) which not even

Szemerenyi (Syncope 289) seems prepared to accept, 30 the -/1A-

of TTqXXo- would seem to have to result from a gemination of

obscure motivation since even the assumption of -li-, the only

cluster that will give -XU in all dialects, is difficult for

this se| root. Eolhj-iio- would > *TToX o-. a few more examples

of this o thematic vs. je/zero Caland pattern will be intro-

duced below. Likewise it will be seen below that the

schwebeablaut of pelh^-u- may have something to do with the

question of the original inflection of this type of u-stem

adjective.

"run" (RV takti, oir, teichid , etc.) furnishes a

final example of a non-ad jectival root with a Caland system.

Beside the u-stem of RV taku- "quick, speedy", Avestan has

Caland -i- in the compound tael -ap- "(with) running water"

and there is furthermore evidence from derivatives for an

Iranian »ta*ra- as well (see Gershevitch, Gramm , of Manichean
Sogd j an . 193).
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TTie central members of the Caland system not forming

adjectives,

1* making neuter substantives, alternates in a signifi-

cant number of cases with -i-, -ro-, -u- ( -ont- adjectives

i

kreuh^s injcravih, beside kru-ra-. Xruui-(dru-),

eruent-us, etc, Latin cruor (along with 0. krus-tatar -

Intimately a denominate verb from the adj, krus-to-) also

fBppely belongs here, cruor vs, cruentus has been interpreted

(gee e.g, E-M s.v. ) as pointing to an r/n stem (as if *kruu- or

fcnm-en-(to)-). But there is not the slightest evidence of an

elsewhere from this root while *kreuh -.-os ^ kreuos

(with later transfer to the animate type in original -~s , which

is usual in Latin especially for Caland -es- stems) is

paralleled in Greek and Skt, and the analysis kruh^-nt-o- is

supported by Avestan fruu -ant-.

G—gg.- in pv ^ .1a .

s vs » Av. t
i

jra - . tizi-; 01 r. tiuq

( tlq -u - ) as above,

teuh-es» (root of tavTti "is strong") could well be

reflected in RV tava's- "strong" beside Caland -i- in compounds

like tuyf-lrayas- (tuh-i-). But in this case (and in principle

in all cases in which a given root supplies both a primary

verb and a Caland system) the derivational history of the

-es- stem is ambiguous since -es- stems are often deverbative

(type jan-as-. ^tVo$ to a root Without a Caland system at all).
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-h^erq-es- beside vhat is perhaps the most famous Caland
/ /

system of them all - that of cl
p y

t- (k£pavYO<^ etc.), r jra -,

^rqcnt -om etc.-is attested in the -no- derivative of Greek
^ i <
(jipjjey.v.o $ <

beside «u£po$ ku£l

-

aveupa. ultimately reflects the

-pattern although there is every reason to think that this

particular item, to judge by its vocalism, was created beside

o- and Ki/J-l- at a relatively late date. The only point

tP i>e made here is that the models on which the KvS-fo-/KvS-i-

felaod system was in fact filled out with an -es- member were

Caland systems which already included an -es- stem.

bheroh-es- is assured beside the -ont- (adjectival) of

bara zant- etc,, the -ont (collective/abstract) of Toch A

oparkant B -pirko . the -u- of Hitt, parku -. Arm. bar

j

(r). and

the —£g- of Toch. A parka

r

B parkre not only by Av. ba razah-

hut also by as isolated a case as Arm. erkna -ber

i

"with the

height of heaven". The second member of the compound goes
A ^

back to -bheroh-es-and can be directly compared to RV ( dvj )

-

hlrhas (Meillet MSL 23, 328).

^hers-es-i beside the Caland adjectives dhrs-u- {$oo.6vs/

j j o ~
I

pap^u^ )» dhers -i- (Av. darsi -dru -. Greek $£p6cTyJ$ <C

i "j-ta.- "bold goer", a formation comparable to RV
/

dabhi t i - <^ dabhi -i-t j "of mean/(be )li ttl ( ing ) course,

behavior") and dhrs -ont - (RV dhrs -a(n)t- with no root present
® O'
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or aorist beside it) Greek supplies the -es- stem

b2

Goth,

eug-es- reflected in RV o jas Av. ao Yo beside RV uara-
— V _uaro, Av, aoji-iah-, OPr auous as above.

>/ o
^reudh-es-i £j>eVC7o$ f Latin (dialectal) robus in the

Caland system of RV rudhi -kra ~. \pv$pe?5 etc,

dens-es- is guaranteed at least for Indo-Iranian by RV
/

££Esas- Av danhah- for the Caland system that also includes
/ - r * r/RV das-ra- Av dajro and Greek ka\-»pwV . I ^V£a- " schemes

,

plans" belongs here too if £tv<s~t,6- may be assumed to be

remodelled to Sov6~£tf with the ^.-vocalism of £a.(6)-i,-<ppux/

(and Si£a.6KaJ ) See Frisk with references to Brugmann

G^dr 2 2,1.518 but also Wackernagel KZ 29, 137 who proposes

connection with S^u/ . See also Chantraine Diet , etvm . who

seems to favor the traditional connection. The clear Caland

pattern exhibited by this root in Greek (ieL-t- , see

below) should itself be some argument in favor of the equation.

i damsas-, da^hah- and
( *17oXu^ou \crv

f

7ToAl^»jt lV -Hesych) beside RV puru-darrsas - is suggestive.

To the Greek Caland system already listed above

(K^arus, *p*T£pe>s /KafTtpi s
31

, KfO.TL-6Qlvr]$ ) dearly belongs

KplTC>$.

mak-es^- is the -es— stem belong vth macer , Av.

£iasi-i|, on the one hand Greek^ KoS/^ko S and on the other
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Av masah- point to mak-cs- beside mak -es- which shows that

we are dealing with a lengthened grade rriak- in the Greek
r\

forms rather than a *ineh >.k- or the like. Such lengthened

32grade s-stems may point to an akrostatic s-stem type

beside the more common proterokinetic type33 exemplified by

JCptaS * kravih (kreuh^-s ). If so* we have both types

participating in the Caland system.

At 8o$ "heat", AV edhas- "fuel" furnishes a good example

of a pair of forms that should not , despite the apparent

exact formal agreement and well -developed Caland system of

Athis root, be considered Caland -es- stems. CliUo5 is a

relatively late form obviously deverbative to . edhas

too is post-RV and the assumption that it too is deverbative

(to jnddhe "ignites") neatly explains the semantic divergence

between it and {&9o$ . If there is a real Caland -es- stem

here at all it is perhaps to be seen in the aidh-s- of forms

like L, aestas . aestus where we are on somewhat safer ground

because of the lack of a verb from l^eidh- beside them.

h^enoh-es -i Beside the u-stems of* e.g, , OIr. cumung

(kom-ancu- < h
2
enoh-u- vs. inae "tightness" < enqia < hunch-).

X* O
#,narrov( ness ) "

,

Goth* aoQvus (anau^nau-) and the
r\

possible of anai -por tus (although the case is basically

ambiguous and anou-nortus is just as likely), legitimate

Caland -es- forms can be seen in RV arrhas-. Av. azah- (with— T
no real verbs beside them - RV ahati/anaha (?) totally unclear
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and ahati may not exist - see Mayrhofer 1.68, The Avestan

forrr.s listed under az- by Bartholomae niiazata , niiazavsn .

even if they are to be segmented nii -az- show an az-

not easily reconcilable with h^engh-Zh^nSh -) . Latin anoor ,

compared directly to these I-Ir, -es- stems (Pokorny IEW, 42,

K—P AiGr 2,2.319, etc.) is instead a relatively late

deverbative formed to anco . Cf, tremor i tremo . An older

anoos can be safely concluded from anxius and anqustus . but

this may easily be ultimately deverbative itself.

— s / / ^hgeus-os The word for "dawn" {rjuJS’, auror(a), usah, usa )

.

an animate/collective s-stem with an original amphikinetic

paradigm h^eus -os/h also belongs, as an s-stem, to a

Caland system and thus illustrates a third s-stem inflectional

type that may belong. The -ro- adjective corresponding is

reflected by RV usra - "shining, of the morning". In this

case, of course, the -ro- adjective has an r-stem noun beside

it (HV voe, usar , gen usr-as ) . But it is by no means clear

that cases in which this is so (and there are a number of them)

are ultimately to be kept distinct from those in which no

jr-Stem figures in the picture.

Beside the s- and -ro- stems here the -i_- stem is

possibly supplied by yji-Kav o$ "dawn-singing" with first

member <T h^us-i^- > ausi - > a (u K- and probably identical to
yf

Av i-n * e.g., usi . dam- (name of a mountain - "house of the

davn"? ), These forms have been interpreted as locatives
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with desinence -i., which is perfectly possible as long as

one assumes that the original locative of h^eus -os , which

vould have been h^ns-es-( i ) , was remade in IE itself to

*n conformity with the oblique cases in h^us- {<Q~uus-s-

by the same -ss- simplification that produced *esi - Gr. eT ,

FV asi - from *es-si ) and preserved in this compound while

- ji
the ausos paradigm itself had the -os- vocalism of the nom-

acc. generalized in Greek, In short, nothing certain here.

8erh^-s-/aerh^-s- is indicated within Greek itself which

has both "old age" and ^cpa-S "privilege". That this

meaning is a development of "privilege of old age", however,

is indicated by, e.g., A323 Vo jap jepa-S tw/

(see Chantraine Diet , etvm 216) and the derivative ^£pcu.os

simply means "old". This s- stem is also found in RV jaras -

i* kick

f. "age, fragility" /belongs to a very small group of -as-

stems which are animate but non-ad jectival (W-D 2.2.222ff.).

Interestingly enough, iaras-. like the other two clearest

members of that group usas- (as above), bhiyas - (see below)

furnishes an system to a Caland system. Greek y/jpa-S'/jspa.S'

on the other hand is neuter and is an example of the

(possibly originally akrostatic) type so that iaras- and

/j^zpQ-S
way represent two different inflectional types

within one Caland system - more on these forms below.

paq -r s- 1 RV ra jas , which seems to mean "surface, face"

(see Mayrhofer with reference to Bailey BSOAS 12, 326 and 13,136),
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Cf, pa jasT "heaven and earth" (<"the two surfaces" Bailey

2^,c, ) is matched by reflexes of Iranian *pazah- (Mayrhofer

).* This s-stem, in turn, may be the Caland -es- beside

the ultimate -ro- of the Toch A adverb pUkar "openly", Toch

B paKrl seems to reflect a slightly different (derivative)

formation, but A and B diverge in adverbial formations quite

often (see Krause-Thomas 1.170),

temh-es- beside YV tamra— 01 r* tei

m

( temh— i — ) is continued

ky -tarras - "darkness", Av t^mah-, Latin adv, temere "blindly"

^ "thoughtlessly" (see e.g, E-M 679).

tep-es- furnishes the fully expectable -es- stem to the

Caland system of RV tap-u- "hot", OIr, te = RV tapant-. ORuss

6gplu . It is reflected in RV tapas and (ultimately, with the

usual Latin replacement of the - (o )s type by the -os type)

Latin tenor .

Another Caland system limited to Greek is that of 5-105

"false" (Pindar) vs. \|)v£p ©5 "lying, untrue" beside

"lie, falsehood".

These examples should suffice to illustrate the pattern.

Others vill be introduced below in other connections.

2, There is a second central member of the Caland system

vhich does not form adjectives. It is, as Watkins pointed

out ( TPS 1971), the stative suffix -e- ( -eh1 -? ) which, in a
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fashion which is absolutely characteristic of the Caland

system as a whole, ''derives" from Caland adjectives stative

verbs meaning to be what the underlying adjective denotes

but replaces , in the first instance, the adjectival suffix.

The stative suffix occurs both in unextended form <-e-) and

extended by "inchoative" -sko-/-s- ( -e-sko -/-e -s - : Watkins

i.c. for details), Watkins adduces clear examples of the

type i

s / ,

OJti^os » acus (ong, "sharp" - cf, acuere "sharpen")* acere "be

sharp"

RV rudh-i-, :>v$pos » rub-ere , OIr, ‘ ruidi etc.

L* macer (cf. also Hitt. makla -nt -) * macere (Plaut)

L, piger "unwilling, lazy"* pi o'ere "be reluctant"

Hitt, nakki - "heavy"* nakk-e-Znakk -egf- "be(come) important"

palhi - "broad" (cf. also perhaps OIr. lar)t oalh-es- "becomeo ^ -

broad"

park-u- ( brh -ant-, park-ar ) * park -es"- "become tall"

A number of other examples are introduced as well. Typologicallv

later, in that the —e- is added to the adjectival suffix rather

than (synchronically ) replacing it is the type exemplified by
s/

tepu- (dabhra-, dabhi t

i

— ) * tenau -es - "become small"
r\

Further examples can be added*

To the Caland system of hueua - ( uara -. ao ii ~iah-, OPr

aug

n

s as above) belongs the —c-sko - of Latin aooescere

(Naevius) "become great (er)". This verb is to be carefully
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distinguished from augere , which is functionally a causative

and a causative only (although the handbooks - e.g. E-M s.y.

augere - are unclear on this) and moreover makes auctus .

, Av. danhah-t the Homeric

M aorist’*<fa->j-'ytf,L. likewise supplies what is ultimately an -e~-

of the Caland system (“is wise" > "did learn").

The possibility of ambiguities here is illustrated by

a case like L, candere . On the one hand it seems attractive

to assume a -ro- « -g- Caland relationship between it and RV

candra - "bright" (also perhaps 'avOpa.^ Hesych?).

But kand - also has a verbal system ( ac-cendere ) so that

candere may represent merely a characterized present (intransi

tive) in -eT- within the verbal system. Still we may slightly

prefer the Caland -e- interpretation here since the more

usual pattern for intransitive* transitive characterized

presents in Latin is that of iacere i iacio , pauere t pauio ,

habere (originally intransitive) * OU habio -. So also

auge -scere above.

To the Caland root tep - "hot" (RV t£pu-, ORuss teplu .

RV tapant- » tanas . etc. ) a clear example of -*e- as a Caland

formant is furnished by Latin terere .

Latin tunere "swell" (ex-tumere Plaut, ) beside RV

tumra - "mighty" fits the pattern as well.

A case like stupere * stuprum is illustrative. It looks

Beside das-ra- , SaCC-ffwV
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attractive at first, but is misleading, stuner

e

"be struck"

and thus "dazed, benumbed" clearly belongs (as representing

(s) tup-e-) beside the tuo-io- of Greek <CrrTu) Cf. i acere i

r\
~

iacio and pauere i pauio . stuprum then becomes a problem since,

as a -ro- adjective, it would be isolated among the (basically

verbal ) derivatives of (s) teup- and in any case this would

cause semantic difficulties ("struck" > "disgrace"?)

An archaic instance of stuprum is of some help, however.

Naevius uses the word in the Bell . Pun . 42 1

seseque. . .perire mauolunt ibidem, quam cum stupro

redire ad suos popularis

In this passage stuorum may be interpreted as a verbal

noun in -ro- < steup- "strike, beat" with a meaning very

close to its etymological one - thus "a knockdown, defeat,

setback" and the passage would read "They prefer to perish

on the spot rather than return to their countrymen in defeat"

(and therefore "in disgrace"). The semantics would then

simply be "defeat" > "disgrace" and stuprum would then be

not a -ro- adjective (implying a Caland system) but rather

a deverbative of the type (not common in Latin) TX(ppo$

"ditch"* Q&zTTcd "dig" and &u>poY i for that matter, a

formation having nothing to do with the Caland system.

In any case, what is essential for our purposes is that

a denominative stative within the Caland system ( a cere , macore .

aucescere, tur.ore , etc. ) be distinguished from -e- used as a

formant furnishing characterized presents within the verbal
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in -£5.- are, as already noted, extremely rare and in the

few cases where it seems admissible because the thematic

adjective is well-attested, the thematic adjective has o-

vocalism while the Caland system beside it has e or e/zero.

At best one is entitled to speak of an -o -

1

"system"

Ultimately independent of the larger Caland system which

shares with it just as, e.g., -ont - is shared by the

Caland system (where it functions as a primary adjective

formant) and the verbal system {where it functions as a

verbal adjective formant). On the other hand the solution

may be much simpler. If one assumes that within the Caland

system —e- replaces the suffix of the formation serving as

the derivational base (rudh-ro- 1 rudh-e-) but outside it is

added, in the normal fashion, to the stem (so flos i flor -ere ,

sen -

1

sen-esco , then one might wish to assume that, e.g.,

OHG alten reflects not h^el-t-e- but ultimately h^el-te-e-

(or h^el-te-CeJh^-) . It does not matter here which of these

views of the relation of thematic formations to the Caland

system (with which -e- is shared) one wishes to adopt. It

matters only that some distinction be made between the

albere . al fen type and the q.k^O’S , acusi acere Caland type.

3. The marginal members of the Caland system

It was noted above that the Caland system seems to

have a set of members less central to the system (in a sense

as yet undefined) than are -ro-, -i_-, -u-, -ont -, -os- and -e-
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For now these formants will be considered marginal only in

the sense that they are less frequent than those already

exemplified. A further distributional criterion for setting

them apart in this way will be developed below,

-mo-. This suffix was noted by Caland already in his

original KZ 31 article as one which is replaced by in

compounds. As it turns out, the number of examples in which

this is the case - or, from our viewpoint, in which -mo-

alternates with one or more of the Caland suffixes above -

is relatively small. There are, however, a number of

excellent cases*

Av. XrTT-ma- "grisly"* kru-ra-, cru -ent (us ? , ^Cruui-dru-,

/ # V / (

RV t ia -ra- "sharp"* tiyra -, tiuq , tizi -, t e i a

s

RV sidh-ma - "(going) straight on"i sidh-ra - "id,"

Latin lTmus "as)tev» sidelong", an adjective used almost

exclusively with oeulus or ocel lus "eye". Cf. Plaut. limis

ocul is aspicere , Terence limis aspicere , Ov. Am 3,1.33 limis

subrisit ocell is . This form not only provides an example of

Caland -mo- but completely clarifies the structure of lTauis

(hapax Frontinus) and (ob )lTquus . These forms represent a

bahuvrihi lih^-i "with the face sidelong, turned".

The structure of the compound is exactly parallel, down to

the zero grade of the second member, to the bahuvrihi fcTmus
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( dul -ghim-o-) "Having two winters (of age)". For the alter-A

nation of -i.~ and -o- as composition vowel on the second

member of a bahuvrihi which is neither thematic nor an

^-stem cf. Plaut. indecorus vs. Acc. indecor is (and see

Bader Composes nominaux 168ff . )

The root of this lih^-i-i litu-mo- Caland system is

probably to be referred to that of >tVA/<^o*T^ttro/<<j.i-(Hesych. )

which clearly has nothing to do with the group of words meaning

"soft, tender, gentle” with which Pokorny iew 661 puts it.

Presumably the same Caland -i- stem adjective (a

root, as opposed to a root noun, as first member in any kind

of a compound is not a justifiable assumption) also occurs

in il-m.es < * 1 ih ^-.i -mi -t-s with second member -t- stem agent

type to the root of meare (root *mei -) meaning originally
A

"going in a turning fashion, turning (ly)" thus "road running

along a boundary", (see E-H s.v. lTmes), It is worth noting

that these compounds, if interpreted in this way, furnish the

only really sure examples of Caland -i- in composition in

Latin which is relatively well supplied with -_i - stem

adjectives otherwise.

A possible example of -mo- beside -ro- may be provided

by the various words for "son-in-lav" , if one may assume that

Latin gener is ultimately the reflex of a oemh^-ro- cema ro -

remade to qenaro - under the influence of gens , onatus , etc.

and hence gener . The rare (but partly archaic) athematic
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/ forms of the type generibus (Accius-soe also TLL 1770. 24ff)

would then be modelled on the other names for relations,

as is not unlikely (cf. jamatar -, as below). Greek 'yayuPf>o$

likewise ultimately would reflect a gmh^-ro- with root
o £

/ /
vocalism remodelled on RV jara- "suitor, lover" is

usually compared as well and it too then reflects *qmh_-rg-.
v *

But there are certain difficulties with the connection (see

Mayrhofer s .v.

)

Beside this cemh -ro

-

/amh -.-ro- one may see a amh^-iro-
£ Q £• O £

v /_ _
y Hr. ia-ma , which can be concluded from Av

.

zamaoiia -

"brother of the son-in-law" < zama-u-ia- (for the suffix cf.
^ r\

pitr -v-va- "father's brother"), as is standardly proposed.

This jama - itself, on the other hand, was remade to jars tar -/

zaVatar - on the general model of the names of relations in

-tar- and specifically (for the -mat -) matar - (see Mayrhofer

s.y. K-D 2.2.693f. — the assumption of fama -( tar ) from an

original stem famar- with nom. fama seems strongly disrecom-

mended by zamaoiia - itself. 35

The general picture, then, is one of independent

assimilations of cemh--ro-/cmh^-ro- and grnh_-mg- to the
Z o £ Q £

morphology of the nouns of relationship and closely related

items (so oener , zamaoiia -, iarr.atar-/zama~tar - ) which is not

inconsistent with a view that the items involved were originally

simply adjectives "lover, beloved". In short, nothing decisive.

grh^-mo- within the large Caland system of jarant -
O ^ )
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yn° s
i )n?

as/ etc. is reflected by Avestan

a-_zar? -ma- "not decreasing, not veakening."

pv dasma - beside dasr^-. , da^hah-

5K,7T*Xa>^» L. palma ( < palarra ) "palm" (<"flat" cf."the

fjat of the hand?") beside Hitt, palhi - and reflecting

plh ?-mo- are examples on the same level as the Celtic words
Q *

for "surface" OIr. lar . W. llawr ( pleh .

;

-ro-/plh .
;

-ro-) . They

are good examples of the pattern if one may assume that they

are substantivized adjectives.

A few other examples of -mo- as a Caland suffix will be

introduced below in other connections.

The examples of Caland -no- are even fewer than those

of -mo-. Such cases as plh . -no- ( purna -. OCS plunu . Goth
/

^ ± *

OIr. lar — Latin plehus is perhaps remodelled on pi ere ,

as perhaps Av parana- on Parana - so Meillet BSL 27 c-r. Jcannot

be used for the purpose with complete confidence since, even

though the root has a Caland system ( plh . -u-, pi eh ., -ro- ) -no-
Q 1 1

formed IE deverbative adjectives to verbs which have no

Caland system. The same applies all the more to a form like

jurna- "decayed" (to larati ) which is less veil supported as

a -no- adjective by comparative evidence than purna-.
ft

This means that very few examples will be usable. Some

possible ones*

E

j

-P^
2
~ "hroad" ( pa 1 hi — , etc.), an adjectival root, has in
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its Caland system L. planus "flat" which corresponds further

to Latv, £ljms "flat, even", which is probably not to be

separated from Lith. pl^nas even though the latter means "thin".

One may wish further to add a -u- stem to this Caland system

by interpreting Latin plautus "flat, broad" as pletu-u-( to-)

.

pleth
2

«- also "broad". These two "roots" may ultimately

reflect £l-eh
2
~ vs. pl-et-h^- (see Anttila Schwebeablaut 148)

and the fact that both have Caland systems including the rare

-Il£“ rcay taken as some support for assuming this.

At any rate the Caland system here is constituted by

RV E£thu- "broad", Av. parg^u-. Gr. jrAaris beside the -es-

stem of prathas "extension", Av, pra^ah-.

To this we may add OIr, lethan "broad, wide", W. llydan .

Gaulish Litano - Z plttu-po-

/ / f

Horn. 77ukvo$ beside iru«. «y\S • The coexistence of TtUKVo$
t .

and t?vx(V0S in Homer with the apparent disappearance of ttu,kiv o $

thereafter does not, we shall see, warrant the conclusion

of Szemer£nyi Syncope 82-3 that ttvk^o$ is simply syncopated

from 7Tvkivo$ »

sueid- "shining"

Lithuanian provides the *~u—stem adjective svidus as well as

the corresponding -e- stative svideti . svideiau .

The corresponding -es- stem is probably to be seen in Latin

sldus "constellation" ( sueid -es-). To this Caland systemA 4
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belongs the -no- adjective Av. y^aena - ( sueid -no -) "shining"
A

The tep-ne- found further extended in OIr. tened ( tcnne-t-)

and Av. tafnah- (teo-ne-s-) may also furnish an example of

-no- as a Caland suffix beside tapas . tapu -, te , teplu , tepere

etc. In such a clear Caland root this is probably better than

assuming an -n- stem derivative. One also hesitates to assume

a deverbative noun where the verbal system is confined to I-Ir.

Even here, Avestan has only presents.

(Hesiod) beside KU^po^
?
Kufc- dVtLpA

A few other possible examples could be introduced, but

there are not many. It will be clear that, as far as sheer

number of formations is concerned -no- certainly deserves to

be considered marginal as such to the Caland system. The

importance of -no- within the whole picture belongs to a

different level as we shall see,

4. Suffixal interactions within the Caland system and the

formation of complex suffixes.

So far the point of view we have been taking here -

that the Caland system is to be viewed as a system of parallel

formations involving a closed set of formants - has been a

distributional one. The major point to be made has been

only that it cannot be an accident that there are, as argued

at the outset, a large number of roots making derivatives in

“££>- beside -i^- beside -u- (always taking Bloomfield's
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restriction into consideration) beside -ont - and that these

in turn occur beside nouns in -es- and verbs in -e- vith

significant regularity while, on the one hand, -to-, -io- f

-up-* -o- are excluded from the system and, on the other hand,

comparably clear and widespread derivational systems (for

example -men- nouns directly beside -ti- nouns, as above)

do not seem to exist.

At this point, however, we will turn our attention to

the internal dynamics of the system itself and the major

factor to be noticed here is the mutual predictability between

the members. So, for example, there can be little doubt

that Indo European had an adjective suad-u- ’'sweet*' and in

some sense this was the word for this. Yet in Tocharian and

Tocharian alone, ve find the -ro- stem A swar B sware (<suad-ro-)

A parallel example is that of ok-a- "swift" (whatever the

Original structure of the root) which gives the impression

of being the word for "swift". But we find a -ro- formation.

These situations, it seems, are to be explained by the

bal i mo

l

i ca t ion which must have existed between the members

of the Cal and system. Even on a later chronological plane

ve see similar phenomena. So, e.g., the creation in Greek

may be considered within the present context to be a filling

the model of pre-existing -u- . -es- pairs inherited as such

again isolated in one language i the ok-ro- of jastrebY etc.

"heavy" which ultimately

out of the Caland svystem since was made to on
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within the Caland system. Similarly the productive set

of the type tenon tepe~r

e

can reasonably be interpreted as

taking as its starting point inherited -es- stems beside -tf-

verbs.

For the same reason h^ rudh-i- and hj^ rudh-ro-, a typical

Caland pair# likewise with mutual implication and predicta-

bility could very well owe to this special relationship the

fact that they were contaminated in Indie - thus rudhira-

(W-D AiGr 2.2.361). Nor is this an isolated phenomenon.

Examples of both a precisely parallel and of an analogous

sort are numerous

i

V a
Av. jai Si -vafra "with deep snow" Skt. gabhi -sak "deep

below" with -i.-, Av, iaf ra - "deep" with -ro- but Skt.

gabhTra - "deep". The long T is problematical (see W-D 2.2.461,

Frisk Zur Indoiran . und Griech . Nomina lbildung 30, 41) but

no more so than, e.g,, bravTti vs. ani^i .

Within the Caland system of aertu- ( jarant -,

ycp<xpos » OHG karl < cbrh^-lo- vs, OE ceorl ^ '

cierhu-lo-)

it is reasonable to explain Runic karilR in the same way

whether this represents an actual -.i- stem (and cf. Av.

zal ri -(na )-) "contaminated" with -lo- or an ~i- stem extended

by -lo- or merely as showing a complex suffix -ilo - formed

in one of these two ways within the Caland system extended to

this word which also has a Caland system and merely replacing

simple -lo-. Similarly beside the u-stem adjective g”rh
?
-u-
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(root q^reh^- cf. Toch. B Kramar "load"), we have a

“classical** Caland -_i- in composition for ^c-i^TTvOS "loud-

shouting". > qMriiu - by the laryngeal metathesis

of —Hi- and -Hu- to -iH-, -uH-^ that accounts for e.g. 77vp

«Tpuh^-r- vs. original stem peh ..-uer -) or itivuJ Kpihj-

< Ph^-i root peh^- with enlargement -i.-), But there is

also ppLcup os (q^ritu-ro- < uHih^-i-ro- with the same meta-

thesis. Again this is a matter of complex suffix formation

within the Caland system motivated by the mutual implication

of -i - and -rg-, The question (perhaps in principle unanswer-

able) of whether in this or that specific case ve are to

think of an -1- contaminated with the -ro- which it auto-

matically implies or extended by such a -ro- can be left

aside. In either case the motivating circumstance is the

special relationship between these formants.

Parallel is the case of Caland roots with complex

formations in -u-ro-. Here again in the matter of complex

Caland suffixes there is nothing unique about -i_-« In
5/

principle "silver" beside the -u- of L. argu-ere

and the -rg- of _r_jra - is exactly analogous to

rudhira - beside rudhi -kra —. and ruber and is again a matter

of the close association of -u- and -ro- within the Caland

system.

A complex -u-ro-/-u-lo- once formed under these conditions

may then easily spread to other Caland adjectives. Thus, e.g..
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RV atnhur/- beside arhu - or baht; la - beside bahu - (= Tfa.yy$

(aertu-ro-? cf. Av. zaurura - ( orh ^-u-ro- oru-ro- or

aerh ^-u-ro-) . Another comparable formation will be, e.g.,

Latin satur "sated** beside the -i.- stem of the adverb sa t-i -s

.

Jf one possible complex suffix formed under the

potivation of the close association of -i- and -ro- within

the Caland system is -i -ro-, the other logical possibility,

that is -ri_- f also exists.

\/
Beside Av, ti^ra- and tizi - ( sruua -) we are not surprised

to find ti^ri- **’sharp" (> "arrow"). Nor is akri - (beside

n r\ r\ . /
ak-ro-, ak-u-, ak-e-, -es- m $ "with fiery point")

unexpected. Thus L. ?cer "sharp". Substantivized correspon-

dents are found here too* oucptS "mountain top", RV ( catur )

-

/ ,
V

f>sri - "four-cornered", ofcpts "point".

Likewise -ru- in a Caland system can be expected and

this is no doubt the reason for a form like RV bhTru -

"fearful", Lith bail us beside, most importantly, the Lith,

-u- stem ba jus "terrible" (< bhoih-u-) . The rest of this

Caland system is filled out by RV bhTma - "terrible", a

good example of "marginal" Caland -mg- and the -es- stem

bhiyas -, Av. biiah-. animate and inflected like usas -. In
*

Lithuanian -ru-/-lu- is common as a replacement for -ro -/-lo-

in adjectives (see Leskien Bilduno d, Norn . 260, Brugmann

Grdr 2.1,385). The only point to be made in this context

is that since a large number of inherited -ro- and -lo-
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adjectives (perhaps even a majority) are Caland adjectives,

•the phenomenon described here would serve as an obvious

starting point. In no way is it to be assumed that, e.g.

bailus and bhTru- (quite apart from the question of the root

-Vocalism) necessarily point to an Indo European -ru-/-lu-

etem.

These complex suffixes motivated within the Caland

system are largely to be considered einzelsprachlich in

their formation and certainly in their spread. A good case

£s that of the Latin reflexes of the non-acrostatic u-stem

adjectives. It is of course well known that they appear

with a complex suffix -ui - . which is clearly not to be

separated from -ri - as a complex suffix of the Caland system,

he find, for example, Toch A. arki B arkwi "white" (both

presumably *arkaui - < hu erc^-uu-i - because of the non-
r\ /\

palatalization of the k) beside arau-(ere), Hitt, harki-,

r ira -, , etc. Also Av. uruii -ap- "whose

water spreads vide" beside uruu-ah- "id" in compound vs.

vouru - (h^ uer-p-) , RV uru- (h^ur-u- ) - £0^6$ and in Latin

itself agui -folium "prickly-leaved i.e. holly" beside

acu -dens . We may also compare Armenian me?K "weak" < meldui -

heside Skt. mrdu "soft" Gk 5 "flaccid" and Latin rollis .

which is K. mld -i— not mldui - first of allcecause *mldu i-
O on / TTST

would ^ *rroll uis and second because Latin generalizes full

and not zero grade in these non-acrostatic u- stems ( leeis .

breui

s

, tenuis , grauis ). In any case the conclusion that
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all but impcses itself is that the -ui - of ~arkwi , urui

i

-,

aqui -, ire^k and also the normal Latin type is likewise a

complex suffix with Caland -u- plus Caland -i- again ulti-

mately to be explained by the mutual implication of these

suffixes within the system but which has become productive

and a virtual replacement of simple -u- in this one language

(vs. the scattered instances elsewhere).

In this case f furthermore, one*s impression that the

formation, or at least the extension, of complex -ui- is a

post-IE phenomenon can be confirmed, A really archaic IE

Cf^reh„-u-i- would of course give Latin *grauis, The -i-

was therefore added to a stem that had already become orau-
/\

inherited o^reh^-u- which happened in late IE at the

earliest. The same point is illustrated by RV -jivri - "old,

weak, perishable" beside AV iirvi - "id", yet another formation

stemming from the Caland system of cerh ^-. The RV form

is evidently metathesized from the form preserved in the

AV (W-D 1.207? 2.2.488, 859, 915, 919) thus iirvi - > jivri- .

iirvi - itself, however, the original form, requires the

developments crh ^-u- {cf.y^>a,us ) > Indie iiru -. Only then

is the additional Caland -i_- added to give i^rvi -. Again

an inherited qrh ?-u-i- would give * iTrvi -/ iurvi -.

To the already complex -u-i- of Toch. A
'

arki B arkwi

(cf. again argu-, harki -) we even find a further -on

t

-

applied in Tech A ra t

r

-arkva n t "red-and-white" , a dvandva

with arqu-i-ont- as the second member, -ont- is involved
r\
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in similar complex Caland system suffixes in such Hittite

examples as mak-la-nt- (cf. tracer
, /jrjKQ$ /Av masah-. macere )

.

which is in turn reminiscent of archaic Latin macilentus

which may, it is true, be made on aracilentus (so E-M s.v,

pacer ) . But qracilentus/gracilens (Laev, ) itself, beside

grac-i- 1 is/qrac-i -lus (Ter. Lucil. fern, qracila )

has a cracentes (= *gracentes ) beside it in Ennius A. 505,

preserved in P.F, 46.16, And cracens » in the complete

absence of a verb, may perfectly veil be taken as a primary

adjective in -ont- { -nt-) which implies a Caland system
O

(hence orac-i-lo-).

Other possible examples of -ont - in complex Caland

suffixes in Hittite dassuu-ant- "stronq" beside da^^u- "id"

^ dnsu -. For the phonology of -ns- > -as- cf 4 , with
e> o

Szetner£nyi (KZ 73, 76) kua-sk- f iterative of kuen-zi , re-

fleeting erh^n-sko - whether or not one wishes to follow him
9

in believing that a is the normal outcome of n in Hittite.
,

' o

To da^su- cf., if not Greek Sa6U$ "thick (with leaves, hair

etc,)", which is problematical phonologically (Frisk 1.351,

Seemer£nyi l.c. , Chantraine Diet . £tym, 253, Schvyzer 1.307),

then at least £<*.0X05 < *dnsu-io- (type 'a.pyv-p o$ )i
TT

yap Ttpa.rrc^wv'

Sa 6 Kt0 („ Tfc TtLV0C6L\/ TTopoc (Aesch. Suppl . 93f

)

"For dense and heavily shadowed the ways of his mind stretch

out,,,", where the subject is Zeus and it is impossible not

to compare this mental sense of §£.0X05 "thick, dense" with
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e # g , ''TTvKtvo^ V005 (o 461 ) "close-, dense-minded" cf .77ukcl^

"closely, densely". Thus we may assume a *dns -u- "thick”

for Greek in any case comparable to dassu- "thick, solid,

strong" and dassuu-ant-. Hittite, of course, extends thematic
~~f\

adjectives by -nt- as well marsa - "false"

1

marsa -nt- "false".

But *-u- and -ro-/-lo- adjectives so extended, it is being

proposed, should be considered either as a special case of

this (and cf, maklant- to macilentus either directly or

indirectly) or perhaps even as the starting point.

The -es- stems of the Caland system are not excluded

from the formation of these complex Caland suffixes either.

So for example it is possible to explain taous - "hot" and
b

"heat" as having a suffix motivated by the co-existence of

/ / l _ /
tapas - and tapu- (the type ayuh "life, strength" vs. ayuh

"lively" is of course a different case). This would account

for the adjectival and substantive function side by side,

a situation which is rare in forms of this type. In caksuh ,

i *

e.g,, said to mean both "seeing" (and thus "eye") and "sight"

the latter meaning is rare, limited, as it happens, to the

10th Book, and probably secondary. Cf., e,g., 10. 59.6

t

/ / /
, t , punar asmasu caksuh punah oranam iha no dheni . .

.

"Restore our eye (> sight) and breath to us..."

vapuh "marvelous" and "a marvel" is etymologically totally

obscure,

Nov ^us- stems in Vedic are certainly not particularly

limited to roots with a Caland system where such formations
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(as perhaps tapus-) can perhaps be due to the special
#

relationship between -u- and -es~. There are also forms

/ / . / . /
such as manus- "human" vs. manu-, lanus- "birth" vs. janas,

# *

etc, and deverbative examples like iayus - "victorious",
«

daksus - "burning" (see in general W-D 2.2.489-91. But
• *

dhanus "bow" and parus "joint" are something else entirely;
*

see K. Hoffmann Die Sprache 20,1, 15ff.), The development of

these various types, clearly elnzelsprachlich . is a separate

problem. It is noteworthy, however, that in the case of

the only -us- stem that looks inherited (and AV arus- "wound"
#

vs. ON err "scar" *arwiz- or *arvaz- is not strictly
c

comparable), a Caland system is involved.

Latin uetus ueteris "old" (invariant inflection for

all genders) is an adjective and an adjective only. It is

not even legitimate to assume that uetustus provides any

evidence for a substantive *uetos in Latin since it is hardly

unexpected that an adjective of the unusual shape uetus

ueteris should simply be re-characterized by a more normal

adjectival suffix. The obvious correspondents of uetus are

the Balto-Slavic forms Lith vetusas OCS vetuxu (uetuso-)

which for their part can only be segmented uetus -o-. No

Indo European nominal suffix -so- exists. The picture then

is an adjective uetus extended by -o- in B-S and partly by

-£o“ in Latin. These forms alone would guarantee an IE

adjective uetus "old". A third tern to the comparison was
/I

added by Szemer£nyi ( ZDXG 101, 204-5 see also Gnomon 43, 668)
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who suggested that Sogdian wtsny "old" continues Iranian
y/
uatusa -na-. This can only represent the *uetus-o- of the

Balto-Slavic forms further re-characterized in Iranian by a

-pa-. Thus uetus is surely not the correspondent of Gr.

fixo$ that has somehow come to be used as an adjective and

this far we may follow Szemer£nyi (but not in his view that

3O
uetus itself is < *uetuss < *uet usos )

.

A A
In any case uet- has a clear Caland system constitutedA

by the uet -ru- of Gothic wibrus etc., (type bhTru- ) uet-es-
^

f
* 'v

in Greek FtroS , etc. , and the u-stem involved in uetus . etc.

This unique case of surely inherited -us-, then, occurs in a

Caland system, where its most obvious explanation would

invoke the mutual implication of -u- and -es-.

Latin augur also attracts attention in this respect.

Surely a much more semantically and formally satisfying

solution than the standard one which makes it an original

neuter corresponding to RV o jas - would be to compare it most

closely with the OPr. -u- stem augus "increasing" (^ "greedy").

Again invoking the fact that this u-stem occurs within a

Caland system ( uara -, o ias , ao Yi -iah-, auc -^e~( scere ) ) , an

original adjective aug-u + s- "bringing increase" of exactly

the type uet -u f- s- would neatly account for the form and

function of this term.

tolerare is usually thought to be remodelled from tol lere

under the influence of its supposed antonym onerare. But

from an opposition onerare i tollere one could hardly expect.
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this vere the case, anything but *tollerare . From

-where is the stem tol - to be extracted at a stage already

•within Latin? Furthermore, this explanation would lead one

to expect "support, bear" in the physical sense to be the

earliest meaning and "endure" to be a more recent development.

But the opposite is the case. The physical meaning is late

£.nd ^are. The earliest meaning "endure" is well illustrated

in# e,g. Ennius (Ann. 134)i Ferro se caedei guam dictis his

toleraret, where it is also important that the verb is in-

transitive. This meaning is exactly that which the Caland

system of adjectives derived from tellu- often is found to

have (e,g, 'fako.L =-<ppaf/ "of enduring mind", 'Ta.X&5

*long-suffering" ) so that rather than following the inadequate

explanation which invoices onerare . it would seem advisable

to assume instead another adjective parallel to uet -u -f- s-,

auq -uf- s- and, like them, within a Caland systemi tel (tu )*u-ms

where it is, of course, to be remembered in addition that

this u-stem is certain for Latin in any case ( tolutim , tellus )

This tel -u4 s- would mean Yct<X55 "enduring" and its denomina-

tive tel -u 4- s-a~~ "be enduring", originally intransitive as in

the Ennius passage above.

It was mentioned above that marginal -no- is perhaps

found as an actual Caland suffix in the tep-no- seen further

extended in OIr toned ( teone-et/-t- type Gr, ipgfc /&py£TCL

< h
2
I£(r )o-et/-t-

39
). If so Av * tafnah-( uuant -) reflecting

a tafnah - ( tepnes- ) "heat, fever" would show a complex Caland
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suffix teo-ne+s-. A parallel complex Caland suffix -ro+ s-

pnjght be assumed for a form like Greek '

17/^ 7
J/

>T)S "full" (cf.

pl erus ilA^pow in Caland alternation with the -u- of iToAu $

plou ( s ) ) and the inflection TTA^pijs /rzA^p£o$ even be the

result of an original plere-es/plere-s - although it is equally

likely that an invariart pi e-re -t s- (and cf. invariant

pet -u-f- s ) when inflected for animate gender could be lengthened

In the nominative secondarily. For the nominal function

©f putative teo-ne-r s- vs. the adjectival of ple-re4-s- note

the double function of teo-u-hs- (tanus- "hot", "heat").

We noted above the types -i-ro-. -i-lo-. -u-ro-. -u-lo-,

complex suffixes created within the Caland system. A striking

distributional characteristic of the marginal Caland suffixes

and -no- is that in a very large proportion of the

Cases in which they figure in a Caland system at all, -mo-

and especially -no- are present only in one of these complex

Suffixes of the form -i -no-, -u-no- (less frequent), -i-mo-.

-g-mo- (less frequent). From time to time they even show

signs of a minimal productivity in these shapes. This is

the other characteristic which, quite aside from the rarity

Of -Sja*- and -no- as "primary" Caland suffixes (i.e. alternating

directly with — i_— , -u-» -ro - , -ont - , -es~, -?-) justifies

getting them apart as marginal. Examples of -no- and -no-

in complex Caland suffixes

t

Lith kruvinas , OCS kruv^nu . beside Kru-ro-. kruu-ont-
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etc, , pointing to kr uu-i -no-

Greek apyLvo— in ap^ivoEf-5

h
2
er9-u-» h

2
rq-ro-.

’’bright, white" beside

( e ) rg-ont - as above

Ay, saocina -( uuant ) - ’’bright" (of fire) beside RV suci

’’bright", sukra -, Goth su^ra - and perhaps with a complex

«i f s- in RV socis- ’’flame"

t
Greek Kukv/o$

'TfVMos

"close, compact" beside TTVKl'/OJ and

Ay, zairina- "weakening” reflecting (anachronistically

)

£ qrh^-i-no- or oerh ^-i -no- beside -u- ( vpaO^ )* -ont-

t f r\ /
( jg ra n

t

-/
r
imat -), -(e)s- ( jaras , vrjpa.^ Agpaj )

Gr, a^tvoj "crowded, close, thick" (Kom, ) beside aSp^S

’’thick, solid" (Hat.) and perhaps an -es- stem in (psilotic)

&£p5 A ,88 "satiety" if this (hapax) is in fact an -es- stem
of s' / if n /

and not thematic ( 0-60$ T£. ytu/ lkZTo vv/^oV ),

This is also one of a relatively small number of cases

(like plh
?-i

-

/pi eh no— vs, pi th ^-u-/pl th -.-no- above in

Which a root in two (or more) variously enlarged shapes
£

Shows a Caland system. For this a£- (< sh
2
-(e)d-) is

probably to be referred to the sehu - root of etc. which,

in the shape shu-( e)t- provides the likely Caland pair L.

sat-i-s/sat -u-r ( sat-u-ro-).

ocs tYminu "dark” (tmh-i-r.o-) beside YV ta(m)ra-. Av,
o
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tarr-ah -. Ir. teim ( tenh-i-)

v V /Av, tac-i-na- "running, flowing" beside taci -=ap-, rv taku -

Arm, erkayn -d guaino-< dueh.-i-no -40 likewise shows a

complex Caland -i-no- beside duelu-ro- { £7^05 , erkar )/

duh^-ro- ( durus . etc) and duoh^-i- (doe).

-u-no- in Caland derivatives is rarer. One may point to»

RV ar iu-na - "white, bright, silvery" which is to tuerou-

as Greek ap^tvo— is to h^(e) rc?i -

Hom, 0a.p6uvo$ "daring" is not likely back-formed from

QapiUvui as Chantraine suggests ( Diet , £tym. 424), since the
/

other back-formations from -VVuJ verbs seem to be nouns in

-VVO- or -vny ( at6^v vojjloll, 1 cueyuv^
,

t eufcvo5 _

Chantraine Formation 208). It would seem better taken as

complex -u-no- beside the other Caland formations on this

root (RV dhrs-ant-, f etc.)

/ /RV ta ru-na - Av, tauruna - "young, tender" beside ‘

0**9
,
\CnroV and Armenian t

c arm "young, fresh" < tr-iro-
O

another example of marginal -mo- as a primary Caland suffix,

(also Albanian trim "spirited"?)

as a complex suffix within a Caland system is

virtually limited to a well-known series of Greek adjectives

in - 1 Horn. "shining" (

1

, Lith. oaidrus )

.

"glorious" (

1

,
Kofyo$ Hes. ko9v'o$ ) f
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KaXk^oS "beautiful" ( i KaWi-Ko^o s
}

KaJ,\o$ "beauty".

where it is notable that the Caland system shows ~X/i- vs.

respectively.

These -i-roo- Caland adjectives show every sign of being

on a later chronological level than, e.g. -i-ro- or even

They first of all seem limited, for all practical

purposes, to a single language. But what is more important

is that whereas one may argue about whether, e.g., rudhi-ra -

ls a contamination of ruah-i- and *rudh-ra - or an extension

Of rudhi - by the -ra- which it implies within the Caland

system, it is quite clear that only the latter is probable

for these Greek -L-Js.o - adjectives. In the first place none

of them seems to actually have a simple -mo- beside it in

Greek or elsewhere and in addition it is obvious that -Mo -

has been added in other cases in Greek to an -L- that is

not even a Caland - 1- (see Chantraine Formation 152-3) ; e.g.
if 4 1 >/ , s
ajr^t "near" {adv. )i "near" (adj.), oXKl

(TUTTol9uJS )i . But even so two things are to be

noted. First, a considerable number of examples of this

Kfl-Xoj "beautiful" thematic).

C SIPrh2~.l-£S.- )
.

^pt<rpov and |5pc * Im. Too /U^cL\oo

(cf, ) are no doubt de-conpositional from aXrihu-

K' in pre-consonantal and pre-vocalic position
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type seem to be conditioned by the fact that the ~ L~

which Is extended by ~yko- appears as the first member of a

compound (so Arben 2 cited by Chantraine l.c.
42

), whether

that *C” is a Caland -t- (kaAX*-- Hop.o$ t k<x\\i;uos ) Dr not

(O«pt.“jovo$ "of late birth” i O^i/tos "late". This synchronic

relation between in compound and even seems to have

been automatic enough to allow the back formation of a

HCaland compound" oAkc- (Jjpwv' (Sophocles) to Horn, a.\fa/uo 5 ,

itself extended from the isolated qAku If in composition

is a conditioning factor in this formation, the Caland

system cannot be entirely unrelated.

Secondly, -mo- itself is, after all, a Caland suffix

even if a marginal one. The choice of specifically this

suffix, otherwise not at all productive in Greek, to extend

or recharacterize compositional -i- again indicates that the

process has, in origin, something to do with the Caland

system and the interactions of its members, as is already

implicit in Wackernagel*s Vermi schte Be i t r‘a*g

e

discussion.

The complex -u-mg- is rare but not limited to a single

language, Armenian bazura "much" (-a- class) points to an

Iranian *bazuma - { titans , RV bahula -. Av. bazah-) and Horn.

^SvyUos (standardly concluded from the actually transmitted

v - see, e.g. , Chantraine Diet , gtym . 406) "sweet,

pleasant" to an analogous formation beside , Toch. A

swar B swffre .

Similarly, Toch. A orkam B orkamo "dark" may well
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reflect a h^ora^ -u-rr.o- with a complex Caland suffix beside

the h^prap-ont - of A arkant B erkent "black". One might have

assumed instead a pre-form h ora^-mo- with orqHmmo-> orc)?uro-
^ Q ”

conditioned by the preceding labio-velar. But the secondary

CeRC structure of the root (vs, h
1
req^ -. in and

< h^reo^-no- ) is reminiscent of the same situation

in at least three other Caland u-s terns i l) pelh^ -u- (Goth.

filu OIr. iJL and cf. in particular TTokos with o vocalism as

well)* 2) the meld -u- of Arm, me2k (<meld-u-i-) vs. rr.led- in
^ _

Skt, mradTvams in the Caland system of mrdu -, *

* mollis ( mld -i-) , and 3) the kort -u- of Gothic

hardus vs. not only kp£T05 but also the u-stem forms Skt.

Kratu - and Av. j^ratu -. The assumption of an actual u-stem

(extended by, or contaminated with, -mo- ) for A orkam B

o_rkamo therefore at least provides apparent comparanda if not

an immediate explanation for the unexpected root structure

of the forms. The CBRC of arkant/erkent may then provide

evidence of the secondary (but doubtless early) creation of

a h^orq^ -ont - (or orcH-or.t -) beside h^o rn^-u— ( o ra^-u- ) much

as A sva

r

B sware (suad-ro-) beside (no doubt original)

or Slavic * iastru (ok-ro - ) beside ok-u- seem to be

secondarily created Caland variants motivated by the mutual

implication of these suffixes within the Caland system. But

it is tempting to think that whatever conditioned the

schvebeablaut of the u-stem independently conditioned it for

the “£ILt~ stem as well. The evidence necessary for a decisive
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choice is not forthcoming since there seems to be no other

CReC root making a Caland system of derivatives which

includes both a -u-stem and an -ont - stem.

As for the factor conditioning the schwebeablaut in

these four Galand u-stems (peH^ -u-Zpolh^-u-, meld-u-,

h^oro^-u-. £ort-u-) in the first place, this is a problem

vhich deserves to be studied in its own right and is thus

beyond the scope of the present discussion which is addressed

core to questions of formation and derivation than to those

of inflection. But it may be briefly indicated here that

there are a few reasonably clear cases in which a schwebe-

ablaut ing secondary CERC full grade of the root is associated

with amphikinetic inflection.

As opposed to the qhiem - indicated by Av. ziia, zimcT

"winter" and Latin hiems , Greek yp/twv' "winter" shows a

regularly formed amphikinetic nominative but with schwebe-

ablaut - thus gheimon .^ 3 Similarly, the well-known IE word
> / ?/ yfor "dawn" (* /at/wj > aurora , usah ) is standardly and most

straightforwardly reconstructed as an amphikinetic s-stem

with a paradigm h^eus-os/h^us-s-es and a schwebeablauting

full grade h^eus - beside the h ^ues - of the word for "spring"
A C

(Gr . < h^ues-r , Av. vapri "in spring") and cf. in

particular RV yasar-han- "killing in the morning" and vasara -

"in/of the morning",

A possible explanation of the schwebeablaut of the

Caland u-stem adjectives mentioned above is therefore that
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these adjectives were originally amphikinetic in their

inflection. This proposal, moreover, tallies well with

the fact that the u-stem in the Cal and system of nek-

(vtKp05 ,
*nasaus ) looks surely like an amphikinetic nek-ou-s

and those belonging to the Caland systems of tellu- (t

) and oerh^- iarant-/ jurat -) may well be

fteIh,-ou-s and qerh^-ou-s in parallel fashion, as we have

seen.

This proposal claims no more than that u-stem adjectives

at one time ran inflectionally parallel to adjectives in -ont -

and at least one surely inherited adjective in -oh,,, one of

which happens to be a formant belonging to the Caland system

in addition, the other not. These adjectives seem originally

to have had amphikinetic inflection for animate gender but

proterokinetic for the neuter 1 m^g -oh^/rra-hu-es animate

(essentially continued by RV maha -, mah^s ) but meo-h^ (nom,-

acc. sg. neut. reflected directly in RV mahi ) . Likewise -ont -

stems, not only those that are Caland adjectives but also

-nt- participles, follow this pattern. Animate oerh -.-ont -/

orhu -nt-es is still to be found as such in RV iarant- {^E^ioV )/

_jura

t

-(£ ) and that the corresponding neuter was of the

proterokinetic type is indicated by the widespread -nt neuter
O

nominative-accusative of, e.g., the normal I-Ir. type neuter

RV brh-at , Av. bars za t beside animate RV brhan, Av, barazo
o —

o

(for *ba raz.as ) with animate -ont -s (implying original amphi-

kinetic bherch-ont - ) and neuter -nt (implying original
o
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proterokinetic bhergh-nt ) . The root vocalism of both the
~o

animate amphikinetic and neuter proterokinetic paradigms

has been consistently levelled to zero in this whole type

(cf. further for Skt. rhsnt-, prsant-, ru^ant-), A more
<5 © '

isolated example is OIr, l^chet . gen. lochet .neuter, "flash

(of lightning)" reflecting leuk-nt , the substantivized
o

proterokinetic neuter of an -nt- stem adjective (cf, rusant-

"brilliant" for the animate amphikinetic correspondent?)

We propose, then, parallel to amphikinetic animate

-ont and -oh^ vs. proterokinetic neuter -nt and -h
2 » an

amphikinetic animate -ou- ( ne^-ou-s, gerhu-ou-s, telh^-ou-s

)

vs. proterokinetic neuter -u . Just as amphikinetic nouns

are associated with schwebeablaut in some cases (cfheimon .

h^eus -os as above), so also we might assume that the amphi-

kinetic animate paradigm of the u- and irt- stems in question

here could also have this characteristic. Thus the CERC of

Toch arkant-/erkent ~ (h^oro^ -ont - vs. the h^ reqH- of
7
£p£<p>o$

5 t

Goth riais and fpfytv05 ) would be a case of schwebeablaut

comparable to cheirron (although the o-grade remains mysterious).

This suggests in turn that the pelh^ -u- of Goth filu , OIr.

ii and the polh^-u- of Greek (a specially conditioned

replacement of pelh^ -u - ) continues in its root shape that of

the animate inflectional form of the adjective while the

pleh^-u- of L. pi us (see above) continues that of the original

neuter ( pi eh . -u -/pi h , -s ) . Likewise meld-u- (Arm.

^ f^cldu -f- i-) shows a root shape at home in the first instance
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in the animate paradigm (vs. non-schwebeablauting ml ed~)

and h^orq^-u- (Toch ork'aVorkaTj < h^orq^-un-mo-) vs. rec^-

is of the itoTiUS type, as is kort-u- (Goth, hardus ) vs. £ret-

(KpfToj • kratU")

.

The normal Greek and Indo-Iranian u-stem adjective

paradigm in -u-s/-eu-(o )s , /fc.pi F-(os)s quruh/auro-(h)

.

is thus seen to reflect the original neuter paradigm rrost

directly with the characteristics of the animate correspondent

eliminated except in rare cases ,
*nasaus . schwebeablaut

of 7Jo\o$ ). In addition it is the zero grade of the oblique

cases of the neuter proterokinetic type that has been

generalized throughout. A rare exception like Avestan vouru-
3 / f

(h^uor-u- ) vs. £opv$ and Skt. uru- ( h^ur-u- ) is instructive

in that it presents a non-schwebeablauting form of the root

which may also point to the proterokinetic (neuter) paradigm.

The Hittite situation with respect to u-stem adjectives

is interesting. The standard descriptive statement made

(e.g. J. Friedrich Hethi ti sches Elementarbuch I 50-1) is that

"open" inflection (-uuajf) is characteristic of substantives
o

and "closed" inflection (
-aua s ) characteristic of adjectives.

But in the first place, this distribution is less clear in

Old Hittite than later (Kammenhuber Hdbch . der Ori entalistik

^40.2 for examples of -u-Aau- apophonv in nouns ) . Further-

more it is worth noticing that u-stem adjectives show -au-

more consistently in the dat.-loc., abl., and instr. than

they do in the genitive. So, for instance, huisu - ''alive*'
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has abl. huisauaz but gen, huisuua^, parku- "hiah" . a clV A ^ n oar

Caland u-stem t brhant- etc.), has dat.-loc. paraaue and abl.
O A'

pargauaz but gen. parkuuas , and idalu - "evil" has dat.-loc.
r\ r\

idalaui and abl. idalanaz but gen. HUL-uuas (= idaluuas).A A ry — r A

—

The reverse (i.e. gen. in -au- but dat.-loc., abl., or instr.A
in -uu-) does not seem to occur. If the genitive has -au-,

then all the oblique cases of the singular have -au- (as in
A

tepu-, panku? and perhaps kelu-) . In addition there are

some adjectives which show -uu- throughout the paradigm (e.g.A
hallu - "deep" gen. hallouas, abl. halluuaz). In short there

are three patterns* -au- throughout, -uu- throughout, and
- a

genitive -uu- vs. dat.-loc., abl., instr., -au-. One might

think of explaining all three types by starting from a

proterokinetic paradigm. Then the type tepus/tepauas/
r\~

tepauaz would reflect this directly (R(e ) -us/R { z ) ~£x- } while

the hallu^/halluuas/halluuaz type would show a completev 1/ A ^ a
generalization of the nom.-acc. stem form and the huisus/

u :—
hu 1 s

u

uaM/hui sana

z

a partial generalization of the nom. -acc.

stem form affecting the genitive only. Alternatively one

might assume that the hallus/halluuas/halluuaz type reflects
tz 71— t7 ?

i

— J

an aerostatic type and explain only the other two as divergent

reflexes of the proterokinetic paradigm. But in neither case

is there an explanation for the fact that it is only the

genitive that is affected by a less than complete generalization

of the nom. -acc. stem in -u-. There is apparently no case

in which it is only the dat.-loc. or only the abl. or only
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the instr. that undergoes this innovation and conversely

there seems to be no case in which any of these three

''adverbial" cases differs from the other two. This cannot

be completely coincidental.

Starting with an amphikinetic paradigm, however, helps

explain the apparent coincidences. It would have originally

had nom.-acc. R(e) -ou-, gen., etc. R ( z ) -u and locative

R (z)-eu. This paradigm eliminated the -ou- of the nom.-acc,

guite possibly already in IE except for a few relics substan-

tivized early ( nek-ou-s, telhu-ou-s ) . The resulting paradigm

('U'-s, -u-m, -u-es, -eu) inherited into Hittite and with the
A

adverbial cases built on the original endingless locative

accounts for the -uu-as/-au-i , -au-az type directly while the

«-gu-a|/-au-i_ type can be explained as the result of the

Combined pressure on the genitives in -uu-a^ exerted by the

adverbial cases in -au- £ -^ locative ) and the original neuter

« proterokinetic) paradigm with -an- throughout the oblique

Cases in the first place.

The complexities do not end here, however. At least

one u-stem and one ont -stem. stand outside the system suggested

by this hypothesis. Beside the Caland u-stem adjective from
/

kret- (Kpa-Tus , ultimately reflecting the proterokinetic -

neuter most directly, kort -u- with "animate" schwebeablaut

vs, KpA,r(.» , ) there is a (probably amphikinetic)

abstract noun in -u- in Indo-Irania n (EV kratuh, instr.

k r a

t

Vci /kra tu

a

, dat* kratve , gen, kra t vah and Av* >lra tus^
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instr. ^raupa ). The -u- formant here is of course difficult

to .separate from that of the u-adjective but their functions

are not directly reconcilable.

-Similarly beside the -ont - stem adjective of the

Cal and system of bergh- ( brhant - etc. vs, barazi -, parku-,
O

etc., as above) there is an apparently amphikinetic noun

bherah-ont- (or bhrch-ont- like the ad jective? Jin Tocharian A

( kom ) - parkant/B (kaum)- pirko *' (sun Jrise" where again the
* •

-ont- must have something to do with the -ont - adjective

but As functionally distinct. This Tocharian -nt- stem

abstract (beside. An fact, an -nt- stem adjective in this

case) within a Caland system is in turn reminiscent of the

01r\. —nt— stem abstracts (only semantically de-ad jectival

)

of -the type (Thurneysen GOI . 167) lethan "broad" (<d plt'ru-no-
o ^

as above )i lethet "breadth" (X pleth^-nt or <T plth -.-nt with

root vocalism remodelled from li th- to leth - under the

influence of lethan ) or t iua "thick" ( ^ tea-u- ) vs. tiaet

"thickness" (remodelled from teaet , which does occur once,

tea -r.t ) or tr^n "strong" ( < treg -s-no- ) vs, treisset
D

v /
"strength" (<£ trea-s-nt ) or £a^)(ys "small" vs, Irish laoat

“"smallness". In these cases the -nt- abstract stands beside

an adjective with a Caland suffix.

The relation of bh(e) roh-ont - (noun) to bhrcrh-ont-
o

(adjective) and kret-(o )u- (noun) to k (o )rt. -u- (adjective)

is problematical. It is not easy to parallel this situation

in which a single formation (same root, same suffix, same
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inflectional pattern) has both functions and all that can

be contributed here to a solution is the descriptive statement

that both of these double-function formations happen to be

from roots with intrinsically adjectival semantics (bheroh-,

kret -: and this can also be said of the Irish type lethet ,

etc, above as far as the etymologies of the examples are clear).

On the othei hand -u- and -nt- formations from roots of other

semantic types are adjectives only.

One more complex Cal and type should be mentioned here.

In at least two clear cases a suffix -bho - serves to re-

characterize Caland adjectives. In Greek we have &^u~<po$
x

"silvery white" (Kom. ) beside OPj^O-poS and in Latin acerbus

( akro -bho- or akri-bho-) "sharp, bitter", -bho - itself

figures practically not at all as a Caland suffix in its own

right. Examples like Lith. liebas "thin" beside lexlas "id".,

/' 01c. linr "weak", and Ir. lian "tender" (?) or again Lith.

raTbas "speckled" (cf. OIr. riabach “brindled"?) beside

raima

s

"motley" and ra^inas "striped" do not inspire much

conf idence.

The general picture presented by this variegated class

of complex Caland suffixal formations is thus largely

indeterminate. On the one hand we have some cases which

are definitely best described as actual contaminations of

parallel Caland derivatives. So, for example, the adjective

uot ~u fs- "old" and the other forms belonging to this type
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(perhaps tep-u+s "heat, hot'*, tel (hu ) -u+ s- "enduring",

etc, ) can hardly be interpreted as anything but a contamination

of -u- and -s- stems within a Caland system. On the other

hand we have seen that the -i -mo - Greek type, where it

concerns Caland formations, is surely to be considered a

case of renewal of a Caland -i- adjective by the superaddition

of a further Caland adjectival suffix -mo- which, as a

marginal Caland suffix like -no-, figures largely in this

role.

But aside from these relatively clear cases, the

situation tends to be completely ambiguous. Although rudhi ra -

is often considered to be a contamination of the rudhi - of

RV rudhi -kr
a*

and the wide-spread -ro- adjective which stands

beside it, there really is no way to absolutely exclude the

possibility that rudhi -ra is a recharacterized version of

XUdhi- in the same way that Ho£l/xos is a recharacterized

(avapo) . In the same way Horn, ttukivos way be a

contamination of Horn, ttokvo $ with Horn. but

could just as well result from a renewal of -i - by -no-

completely independent of the -no- of TTuK'Sos itself. We
f > /

may compare opKtv*-(£t^ ) beside o.p^t-(TroU5 J in the absence

of an *<xp^~Ye— , Consequently 7runroc, beside 7TUKIV05 , far

from requiring the assumption of syncope for the former

(with Szemer£nyi Syncope 82—3 ), would seem rather to suggest

that ttuKivoS is an "expansion" of (whether by

contamination or by re-characterization of TWKi.-). created
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vithin the epic language as a metrically useful variant of

TCuk-yo$.

Also ambiguous in this way are the suffixes of the

type -ru- (RV bhTru- ) , -ri- (L. acer etc.), and various

others of those mentioned above. But whether they are

contaminations or recharacterizations or partly one and

partly the other, these complex Caland suffixes made up of

two or more simple Caland system members would seem to owe

their existence to the special relationship of mutual

implication and predictability that exists among them.

Finally another formation to which one's attention is

drawn in the context of the Caland system in general and

complex Caland suffixes in particular is Latin -idus . In

the first place there is the well-known distributional

characteristic of this formation. It occurs typically beside

nouns in -os and verbs in -o- and thus the Latin -os, -ere,

—j dns system may be expected to represent a productive,

specifically Latin expansion of a sub-part of the Caland

system as a whole. But the form of the suffix and its

original position vithin the Caland system are less clear.

Judgments about such a productive formation must of course

be made on the basis of what is suggested by the isolated

representatives of the type - the examples which are not

likely to have been formed only within Latin beside a pre-

existing -os or —ere or both.

In fact there does seem to be a pattern to be discerned
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here. Of the isolated representatives of the -jdus type,

there are at least three with clear etymologies - foedus

Mterrible" * crudus "raw, bloody", and budus "naked". As

expected foedus and crudus are from roots which furnish

Cal and systems elsewhere, foedus , reflecting bhoih- i dila -

te bhoiidho- bnoidho- ) . belongs to the Caland system of
n

Lith. ba ius (bhoih-u-) , RV bhTru- ( bhih-ro -) and bhivas-

(bheih-os ) and crudus ( krul~u -idho - ^ kruuidho - ^ crudus )
^ f\

to that of Av. X ruui -(dru-) . Xruuant -, Xrura -, Greek Kp£a$ ,

Lith, knDvinas . etc. But what is more interesting and more

useful for determining the exact position of -idns within

the Caland system is the fact that both of these Caland

systems include marginal -mo -

i

RV bhTma -, Av. X-ruma-. This

indicates that -dho -, insofar as it figures in the Caland

system (and has become productive as such in Latin), is to

be considered a marginal Caland suffix itself functionally

and distributionally comparable to -mo- and, in its complex

form -i-dho-, formally parallel to (mildly productive) Greek

- . As a Caland suffix, -dho - is thus also comparable

to -bho - in that it is a marginal member which occurs rarely

if ever as a Caland suffix in its own right. It is virtually
-5 /

limited (like -bho- in , acerbus ) to complex suffix

formation within the Caland system - specifically in the form

-i

-

dho -. It may be that simple -dho - occurs in a couple of

cases. For russus "red" the reconstruction rudh-dho - (and

cf. rubidus ) is more probable than h-^ rudh-to- since Caland
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-e- verbs simply do not have -to- participles in Latin,

Similarly maestus beside maerere , miser may veil be from

mais -dho- with -sdh- (or rather -zdh- ) > Italic -s±- >

Latin -st- as in has ta “spear" qhazdha (cf

.

Goth, qazds

"goad, sting"). If so, the position of -dho- within the

Caland system is exactly analogous to that of -mo-, But

neither of these examples is sure* While h^rudh-to is

certainly inadvisable for russus . it cannot be excluded that

the preform is h^rudh-s-o-*, a thematic adjective derived from

the Caland s-stem represented, e.g,, by Z^Zi/9o$ . Formally

one may compare, up to a point, OCS rusu (h^roudh-s-o-

)

"reddish", maestus is actually a slightly surer case of

simple -dho- if maerere and miser are taken as mais-e- and

mis-i-ro- respectively, pointing clearly to a Caland system.

But the root has fundamental a vocalism and is not found

elsewhere, which does not increase one's confidence. Further

more, miser might be a secondary formation in -ro- derived

from a thematic mis-o- and thus continue a mis -e-ro- (cf,

5oAo$ "triek"» £oAtpos "deceitful, treacherous" etc,).

In this case maerere could likewise be denominative from a

thematic mais-o- or, better from the point of view of maestus

an independent characterized present in -JT- on the same root,

in which case mais -to- would be a possible -to- participle

(type taed?re/taesum est )

,

If one chooses not to accept such examples of possible

simple -dho-, the position of this suffix becomes more like
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-that of -bho- within the Caland system as a whole. But in

cither case -dho - would appear to be in origin a marginal

Caland suffix which, in the complex form -i-dho -, became

productive and was extended in Latin beside -e- and -os , two

pther members of the Caland system.

This brings us to nudus and, once seen that -dho - is

Caland suffix of sorts which occurs in at least two other

clearly old cases beside -mo- , the various forms of the Indo-

European word for "naked", which is pivotal in several respects

for the present discussion, appear in a somewhat new light.

The picture presented by the various forms is somewhat

complicated by the fact that some forms have apparently under-

gone -various taboo deformations. The shape of the root is of

Course neg^ -. This root shape is reflected undisturbed by

irith, nuoaas and OCS naqu (both ^ rioq^ -o-) , JRV nagna -r.Hitt.

neku -mant -. OIr. nocht / W noeth ( nog^-to - ) , and the Germanic

forms (e,g. Goth, naqats, 01c. nokkuiar). For Avestan mairna-
' ij

€>ne could start with a neo^-no- (supposing that this pre-form

Continues unchanged in RV nacna - ) and assume a taboo dissimila-

tion of pag -na- to maq-na-. But it is probably preferable,

given that taboo deformations have to be assumed in any case,

£o begin with a unitary preform nec^-no- behind both Hitt.

neku -mant (nego-mo -nt- cf. mak-la-nt- as above) and the

Indo-Iranian forms which will thus represent, on the Avestan

pide, a taboo metathesis of nag -ma- (< neo

%

-ro -? to maq -na

-

and for Indie an assimilation of nag-ma- to naq-na-. The
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assumption of a neq^-mo- thus has two advantages. It

economically requires only a single pre-form rather than

neq^ -no - beside neaM-mo- and furthermore allows some

comparanda. For now we have a -mo- beside the -dho - of Latin

and Germanic which, as we have seen, can be paralleled - at

least for Latin ( crudus i )druma -. foedus i bhTma -) . Further-

more indirect evidence of -mo- is to be had in Greek ^V£Vos

and Armenian merk.

The Greek form is relatively complicated in any theory.

But at least as good as any alternative is the assumption

that from original nean-mo- Greek has, as an isogloss with

Irani an ,a metathesized ireon -no- which is, in turn, further

meta the si zed in Greek to q
U
em -no-^ g^um-no - ^ yuyU-V05 . The

Hesychius form %uJLlvo$ , if it is to be taken seriously at all.

In any case must represent yet a further re-arrangement of

yy^uvos (see Frisk, Chantraine s,v_, }.

Armenian merk is difficult as well. But even at the

outset it is important to note that, like Hittite, it has e

vocalism (see below). Assuming again neoK-mo- as the starting

point and a dialectal IE taboo assimilation to tnecH-ro —

(cf, the opposite assimilation in RV naana -) the presence of

pairs like kr

u

-fro

-

A ru~-ro - . dns-mg- (RV dasma -

)

/dns-ro-

(

d

a sr a - ) , bhT-rro -/bhT-ro - (cf, RV bhTru - ) . si dh-mo -/sidh-ro -,

qqrih
2
-n-o- ( )/ q^ribu-ro-

(

fyi&p o$ ) within the Caland

system could easily produce here what is in any case the only

probable immediate predecessor of Arm. merk (i.e. meoH-ro-)
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beside mego-mo -, itself a deformation of nea/v-mo-. The

situation is analogous to that of suad -ro- in Tocharian and

* * r»

pk^ro- in Slavic. In any case mec^-ro- is in fact the best

assumption for the pre-form of merk . The only real question

is how meaK-ro - itself is to be explained. The process just

outlined is a proposed answer to that question,

Benveniste ( Rev , gt . arm . 10, 187) supposed a compli-

cated phonological development for merk in which -c^d - -rk-

in the pre-form *meao-do -. But an immediate problem is that

§ feconstruction meo^-do- assumes a probably non-existent

PUffix and furthermore cannot account for the initial m- in

the first place ( the "comparison" of Av. maqna - is hardly

legitimate). Secondly the phonology is anything but compelling.

Benveniste proposes that the Armenian development of du- b- -

~r\

|S*- (e )rk- is somehow parallel to a development of -cod-

^ > -kr- > -ik-, which is fine once the -gor- (or

e‘KX“) stage is reached, but is completely unconvincing in its

main claim that d > r after cn just because d>r before u.
A

An explanation of the clearly required meaM -ro - is certainly

preferable.

All in all what we have in any case, is two series of

forms of this word, on the one hand there are the forms

Vith e roof vocalism (either sure or possible) and the marginal

Caland adjectival suffix -mo-i nego -mo- ultimately the pre-

form of Hitt, neku -ma -(nt-) . Arm. merk , Av. majpa-, Ved.

nagna -, and Greek . For neku -ma -(nt - ) nega

-

mo - is
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6tra ightforward. For the Avestan and Armenian forms the

initial m- is best taken as the result of taboo deformations

pf a pre-form which likewise had an -m- and thus nea%-mo-

is again indicated. One may wish, although (as pointed out

above) it is unnecessary, to assume that nea^ -no - is to be

supposed for Ved. naana - in addition to the neo^ -mo- that is

required anyway. This will make little difference in the

last analysis since -no- is a marginal Caland suffix

comparable to -mo- in any case. Greek (and ~X\J^os

fpr *Y y/ty £>5 Chantraine and Frisk s.v. ) must also belong

to this neoA -iro/(no ) - series no matter what the actual course

of the deformations.

£>n the other hand we have in Balto-Slavic and Celtic

forms with o vocalism of the root and non-Caland suffixes

i

poq/^-o- in Lith nuocas , OCS naau and noc^-to- in OIr. nocht ,

W, noeth where the -o- i -to- is reminiscent of the pair

leuk -o- “white, bright" ("Xt^tCo^ )i leuk -to - "id" (OHG, OS

lioht ) again outside the Caland system. We shall return to

the Germanic and Latin forms below.

The situation which we find here (Caland adjective

beside thematic adjective with o grade root) is one which

ve have seen before. The clearest case in h^ rudh-ro -/

fc^ rndh-i- beside h^roudh-o-. But there are others as well.

We have seen that this is a possible explanation of

Greek 7To)i (?*)0- (if this reflects polh.-o-) beside plh -u-

,

~^~1

and pleh ^ -u-/pelh^-u-. Then 7ro\t/5 would owe its o vocalism
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to the thematic non-Caland by-form much as OCS rusu pre-

supposes an s-stem h^roudh-s- within the Caland system of

j^ reudh- which likewise probably owes its o vocalism to non-

£aj.and h^roudh-o- (OCS rudu )

.

Similarly the root kreuh ^- has not only a Caland

system (kru -ra-. TCruui -, cruent ( us ) . etc.) but also an o-

gpade thematic adjective Krouh ^-o- which > Gmc. hrawa - >

PHG hro . OE hr^aw , OIc hrar , OS hra .

So also beside AV ^vit -ra , Av spiti- (kuit-ro-/-i-) a
^

“ _

kuoit-o- is assured by OCS svetu and is presumably also to

be assumed for RV sveta— , Av spaeta -

.

From the root £euh- "hollow" (same root as keuh- "swell"?)

ve have Caland adjectives meaning "hollow" i keuh-ro- >—A -

2eua-ro-> Arm. sor "hollow" (cf . the further extended Latin

gaverna < keua-ro -na ) ; kuh-no- > Arm sun "lacking" (< "empty,

hollow"). But beside these forms we have the thematic o

grade forms L. cavus (<£ kouos < kouh-o-) "hollow, cave")A

and Greek Koo$ "hollow, cavity" with KCOo$ ( kouh-o-) "cave,

hollow" as well where the lengthened grade is comparable to

that of nogff-o- in the B-S word for "naked". Just as the p
grgde of Caland formations pol^ -u- (^0X05 ) and h

1
rouch-(e)s-

{ i seems to have been introduced from the corresponding

non-Caland o grade thematic formations, here too Greek

/KolXos k<£koPi\o^ as if ^ kouh— i *» l

o

*
) f a typical

Complex Caland formation, owes its o grade to koo^

The "naked" word fits the same pattern i Caland
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neg^-mo/(no-) and Armenian mea^ro - ultimately conditioned

by the inner dynamics of the Caland system vs. non-Caland

noq^ -o- and *noci^-o - (if Celtic nooA-to - may be taken to be

a renewal of this).

Turning to the Germanic and Latin forms we may first

recall that Latin -i-dho - is a complex Caland suffix and,

iiore specifically, that -dho - corresponds, in the shape

-i-dho - to marginal Caland -mo- in two other clear cases.

It then becomes clear that noga -i-dho -, the probable pre-form

of Latin nudus , and presumably 01c nokkuieSr as well, is of

the type kotXoj - i.e. a sort of contamination of non-Caland

noa/N -( t }o- and expected Caland *nea^ -i

-

dho - which is to

neq^ -mq- as kruh^-i-dho- ( cru'd us ) to kruh^-mo- (Av yLruma -).

The Germanic forms of the type Goth, nacahs, OHG nackut , OE

nacod may then either represent a slightly different conta-

mination, that is nocAp-dho -, or (slightly better since -dho -

other than in the complex shape -i-dho - cannot surely be

counted on, as remarked above) they may represent nocnp -to-

vith a complex non-Caland -o-to- (beside B-S -o-, Celtic

-to-) and cf. Goth liuha'bs (leuk-o-to-) beside OHG, OS

lioht ( leuk-to -) and Greek ( leuk-o-)

.

5, The Caland system and secondary formations.

Up until now, a Caland system has been presented here

as a series of equally primary derivatives made on a given

root by means of a fixed set of derivational formants. But
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there are a number of cases in which it is clear that we

must recognize a certainly secondary Caland system - i.e.

the derivation of parallel adjectives in -4- and/or -ro-,

etc, and/or an -s- stem noun and/or a stative present in -‘e’-

not from a root but from an already constituted stem.

So from melit- •'honey*' (Gr, /(fiXt , Hitt, mil it-) Hittite

has a denominative u-stem adjective maliddu-/mil iddu - "sweet"

but beside this a stative present (in this case stative-

v
inchoative) milit-e-(s ) . The important thing to notice is

that mi lites - means not "become honey" but "become sweet".

Clearly on the model of a primary pair of the type parku-

V
"high"* parkes- "become high" on a root with basically

adjectival semantics, the characteristic Caland replacement

(or alternation) pattern was extended to mil iddu- "sweet",

a u-stem adjective belonging to a later layer, and the result

is mill tes- "become sweet" (see Watkins TPS , 1971 86-7)

Similarly beside the root noun h^o/ep-s (L. ops ) we

find an n-stem further extended by a small Caland system*

s- stem in RV ap-n-as "possession, wealth" and Av, afnah-;

-ont - adjective in Hitt. happjnant - "rich" (h-^e/op-en

-

ont-)

and also perhaps in Latin opulens (Szemer^nyi Giot ta 33, 1954

266-82 )s —e— stative in happin-e-( s )- become rich" where

again the (inchoative) stative makes it especially clear,

quite apart from its occurrence beside an -s- stem and an

-orrt- stem, that a secondary Caland system is involved. Like

mil i

t

-e- ( s ) - "become sweet", harpin -e- ( s ) - pre-supposes the
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function of the adjectival (in this case -ont -) formation

with which it alternates, a pre-supposition generalized from

primary Caland systems to this secondary one. There need

be no perplexity over the fact that happin -e-( s')- does not

mean "become a possession" and the view that haopin- is to

be interpreted as an adjective (Szemer£nyi Syncope
}
146 ) is

thus completely unnecessary.

The IE adjective for "new" is the basis for a small

secondary Caland system. Beside neue -nt - (Latin nuntius <•

nouent io - < neue-nt+ iio -) , with -nt- recharacterizing the

already adjectival thematic formation we find neue-ro- in

nouerca ( neue-ro -f-ka) to which one must compare Greek Y€a^o$
/

^ ycf/z^o- probably derived most directly from YE<x(as in

*£yr) YtO- ) and cf. purrapoj "dirty, greasy" (Hippocrates)

derived from pvira. "dirt", formally a neuter plural which

is the only form of the word found in Homer. The thematic

...
jnasculine singular puire>5 is attested only after Homer.

Armenian nor reflects a neue-ro - as well.

The -eh
2
_ stem adjective "great" meq -ohu- (animate)/

ESI£L"i)2 (neuter), as above, likewise has been recharacterized

by a Caland system of secondary formantsi Gk. *£>

meQ-h
2
-l°-‘ Hitt, mekki "much" K mea-h^-i , and RV mahant-/

Av inazant- (certainly^ mea-oh ^-ont - if one takes seriously

the two trisyllabic scansions of RV noiti. sg. mah'an - cf. AiGr

I» d9 ) all show* that the Caland system is in fact a secondarv

one with the various formants added to the -olu- suffix.
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Jatin inoens "huge" also belongs here as a formation parallel

fo mahant-/mazant-. It reflects ma-h„-ont-/-nt-. the" - ~~ w“. —2 -
5
—

oblique stem of animate amphikinetic mec-ph ? -/mq-h-- further

suffixed by -ont - and shows the usual Latin generalization of

the zero grade allomorph of the -nt- suffix .

46
The -u- stem

of this (secondary) Caland system is perhaps to be assumed

for OIc,. miok "very" if this reflects meq -h^-u (other explana-

tions of the form are thinkable). RV mahas -/Av mazah- "great-

ness" probably provide the expected -s- stem and the -'e-

stative is present as well in Hitt, makk-e-(s)- "become much"

yhose root vocalism, interestingly enough, differs from that

pi mekk

i

- and perhaps can be taken as a "morphological" zero

grade in a form that then would indirectly reflect ma-tu -e~-.
© *

This small number of examples is intended only to show

that the phenomenon of secondary Caland systems exists, and

is certainly not exhaustive. A certain number of additional

gases can be added but, as is to be expected when dealing

With what looks like an extension of an archaic and only

marginally productive pattern, the examples become fewer

§md less sure fairly quickly.

But associated with the general notion of Caland

Systems as sets of parallel secondary formations is a much

more basic question. We have just now spoken of cases in

Vhich we have descriptively a series of derivatives con-

sisting of root plus alternating Caland formants (type

bhrgh-j^-/bhrch-u-/bher^h-es -, etc, ) as primary as opposedO o
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to clearly secondary cases like those of the type meg -h^-i-/

ineq -h^-lo-, etc. But at the outset these cases were somewhat

more exactly defined as those in which a given root has a

series of parallel derivatives which are all equally primary.

In short one may wonder (and this is perhaps the basic

problem of the Caland system) whether in fact the so-called

"primary cases are not themselves ultimately to be considered

secondary formations made on root nouns and, in a couple of

cases, apparent root adjectives. For there are a number of

good cases - perhaps enough to make the distributional fact

significant - in* which there occurs beside a "primary*' Caland

system a suffixless nominal formation functioning either as

a noun or as an adjective. Such cases are the following!

kreuh ^- "injure" (cf. Av. %ru-nar- "injuring men" and

RV mi tra -kru- "injur-ing Mitra"; see J, Kellens Les noms-

racjnes de 1 * Avesta 379 and 387-8 with further references

makes a root noun quite possibly originally of the g/e

resultative type (J. Schindler SSL 67 (1772), 36), Just as

the root noun uok^~/uek* - "word" names the result of the

action designated by the verbal root uek* - "speak" so

fcrouh ^

-

/kreutu- "bloody flesh, gore" refers to the result of

kreuhu - "injure". This root noun is attested only with

generalization of the radical zero grade which arises

regularly in the oblique (originally e-grade) cases of o/e

root nouns from roots of the structure (C) (R) e R (C) in the

manner described by Schindler (od. cit. ). Thus we have
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OIr* cru , Av. -xru-, Slavic Kry . Beside this root noun there

is a veil“developed Caland system of course (RV kru -ra- t Av.
/

yruui -, ofru-ma-, L. cru-ent-(us ) . Gk. , Lith.

kruy-i-na-. etc.). For the question of whether Caland systems

are primary formations or secondary derivatives of root-

stems this example is of great importance and argues for the

latter. It is clear that kruru-ro- etc, "gory, bloody,

grisly" are, on fairly decisive semantic grounds, derivatives

not of the root itself which is basically verbal ("injure")

but of the (resultative) root noun kroulu -Areulu- ("gore,

raw or bloody flesh").

Similarly the root dueh^-Zdeuh ^-, as a verbal root

2weakly attested (Bartholomae* s day- "entfernen" for Avestan?),

makes a root noun (e/zero type) dueh-,-/duh„- "distance"
rv Z ^ Z

(Schindler op . cit . *37) whose accusative dueh„~m is reflected
Z o

by Greek £rjv "for long, long ago" and Hittite duuin and
” ” A

whose oblique stem duh^- appears in Hittite tuua "far" andz w -

tuuaz "from afar; for a long time". It is not really possible

to decide whether the Caland system here ( duehu-ro-. duh^-ro-.

dueh^-j-no-) is derived from the root or the root noun. But

this is in any case another good example of the distributional

pattern root noun/adjective beside Caland system.

From ueih- we have both the root noun (with generalized

zero grade) uih- "strength" (L. uis/uim. Gr. (F)fs ) and a

small Caland system. This includes the wide-spread original

-ro- adjective ui-ro-/ui -ro- (I-Ir uira -, Lith vyras/L. uir
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P?*> fer etc.) "strong" > "hero, warrior, man" in which the
~ V

^I-/ui- alternation may possibly be explained as reflecting

-the paradigmatic allomorphs ui-s ( uih-s )/ui-es ( uih-es ) of

-the underlying root noun (but cf, dueh„-ro-Zduh_-ro- from
7\ 2 ” 2

-the root noun dueh^-Zduh^-es as above). An s-stem noun for

this Caland system is provided by RV vavas < ueih-es- andA
b. ul-r-f'es )

47
< uih-s-.

1
.

“

The Caland system of bherah- "high” (brh-ant-, park-u-,

jpark -ar . etc. as above) has a root-stem beside it assured by

Ay, _b?r?z - (see Kellens, op. cit . 28 2, 353 ff . ) and OIr briZ

Sen. breg < bhrah-sZbhrah-os . The Irish form is a root noun
0 O

meaning "hill". Similarly the Avestan correspondent has the

meaning ’'mountain" but is also a root adjective "high"

2{fiartholomae AIW s.v. bar?z - but see Kellens loc , cit.).

Another root adjective is Avestan mas - "great" c mak-

;,thin ; long, tall, high”. To account for Gk. ytZ^Kos vs. yu.’ixpos

Kellens (on. cit. . 356) sets up a root of the shape meh Jk-Z
fiT\

M£
2
-" and thus forced to assume that Av. mas - is a

gontaminat ion of the yu.*K-pos root with that of . 3ut

bb® Greek forms in no way justify the reconstruction meh^k-

and in fact it is Av. mas- itself which shows that this root

simply has fundamental a vocalism. Greek and Av.

~ reflect mak— , and ^a«ucos is an s-stem with lengthened

grade root, a type which is well enough paralleled in Greek

(e,g, t^Sos vs. £i9o$ , vs, ) even for systems
,

^ /

within a Caland system (Jrjpafvs. as above} see
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J. Schindler in Flexion und Wortbilduna , ed. H, Rix, 267).

*“V

Ke have here then an adjectival root trak - which forms both

a root-stem (adjective) and a Caland system (mak-la-nt-,

pnac-e-re, S * etc. ) .

Beside the Caland system constituted by V£Kpo5 vs.

V£ K^S /*nasau^ "dead” >"corpse" is found a root noun nek -

in Latin nex "murder, destruction" and the Hesychius gloss
/ / 3 .

V£KtS * V£K pot .

For "year" there is a root noun reflected in Hitt.

.
_ * /

uitt- (and perhaps in Gr. ( £ts

)

, adv. "next year"

< peuo -uot-m) . The Caland system belonging here consists of

the s-stera AVto^ , the adjective uet-u + s~ "old" (Latin
r\

uetus . B—S uet -u +• s -o - ) , and a second adjective uet-ru- "of

a year" > "yearling" (Goth, wijsrus ) , both adjectives with

complex Caland suffixes as described above.

Although there are a number of (minor) problems

connected with the family of L. sees it is highly probable

that sees/seem is a root noun. Beside this are the Caland

adjectives RV sohi -ra - "lively"/Lith, seems and the -s- stem

presupposed by L, spe-r-es/soe-r-ibus . parallel to ui-r-es/

al-r-ibus beside root noun uis .

The Caland system of bheih- "fear" ( bhih -ru-, bhih-mo -

bhih-es-. bhoih-u- . bhoih-i-dho - as above) can also be

included here. The root noun is supplied by RV bhi - "fear"it /
For iCptuJV / KptoVios (Findar, etc.; Horn. KpftoJV with

metrical lengthening) "ruler", it is unnecessary to assume



secondary -nt- inflection of an original comparative

matching RV s'revas-. Av. sraiiah - (see Chantraine 580, Frisk

2.12 with references). KpfOVT- which has no demonstrable

comparative function, may be more straightforwardly taken as

an original Caland -ont - adjective 'kreih-ont - ‘'glorious"

beside krih-ro - "glorious, beautiful" in Av. sri -ra-/RV

(a )-srI -ra'-. The root noun here is RV sjri- "well-being,

glory, beauty" perhaps matched by an Avestan sri - (see

48
Schindler Wurzelnomen ,47).

Finally, we may point to the RV root noun sue- "flame,

glow" (with a possible Avestan correspondent in the Gothic

X.sg. suca - see Schindler, op. cit . , 46) beside RV sukra -

"bright" and siiei - "id", the pair which first proved that

Caland* s "law" was at least Indo-Iranian.

A fairly large number of additional examples of the

pattern root noun beside Caland system could be added but

are problematical in one or more respects. A detailed

analysis of these cases cannot be carried out here, but we

may point some of them out and indicate the nature of the

problems associated with them,

A probably inherited -s- stem is reflected by Gr.

t

V £ "cloud", OCS nebo "heaven", Hitt, nenis (as if nebh-es )

"sky", etc. Beside this there is the -ro- formation nbh-ro-
o

of RV abhra ( thunder ) cloud ", Av, a|3ra -, forming what looks

like a Caland pair with substantivized -ro- adjective. Here
i

too there may be root noun if RV nom. pi. nabh-ah (with
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nabh -ah ? see Schindler Wurzelnomen 29-30) means "clouds",
« ' •

But there are verb forms from this root as welli Gk. ffuv-v[^£i

•"clouds over"/ vcvo^t "is cloudy" (first in Aristophanes)

and Av, aipi , naptim (absol.) "wetting"/napta - "wet f moist"

(Schindler loc . cit. ). The Avestan forms suggest that nebh-

itseif means "moisten, wet" which in turn is an argument in

favor of the usual interpretation (Chantraine 748, Frisk

2,, 309) of - as a back-formation of some sort

since the verb has the function of a virtual denominative

-to , But if there is a verbal root rvebh-

'"moisten" from which is derived the root noun "cloud", it

cannot be completely excluded that nbh-ro- is a deverbative
o

.-ro- noun (type ^vpov /ksura - as above) and not a Caland

-ro - adjective at all. This, as we have already seen, is a

general problem with assuming substantivized -ro- adjectives

from verbal roots.

The root leip- "smear, stick (to)" but also apparently

"cheat, deceive" (Mayrhofer KEWAi 3.60, Frisk 2,126f.,
/

Schindler Wurzelnomen . 41) forms the root noun RV rip-

"deceptionj deceiver". The -(ejh^- stem collective of a

Greek root noun from leip- "smear" is perhaps to be found

in the substantive AlTT* "grease, fat" (Hippocrates). Komer

has a XiTt * * always elided, which seems to be an adverb.

But original nominal function for is suggested not only

by the form in Hippocrates but also by the already Homeric

adjective AtTi«-pos "oily" - »f a t

,

oil" i
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t / c t

"fatty, oily"- pv7T«t "dirt"* p\nret-po 5 "greasy, dirty".

A Caland system is detectable here but the situation

is not completely straightforward. A u-stem adjective is
/ /

provided by RV rinu- "deceptive" (

*

rip - "deception"

}

f a

-ro- adjective (ultimately) by AiTTkpoj; , and an s-stem by

KV jr
.

epas- "blot, stain" ( rip-/lip - "smear") and A (rTos "fat"

.

RV fip-ra- "stain, dirt" is problematical in the usual way -

is it a substantivized -ro- adjective or a deverbative -ro-

noun from rip- "smear"? What we seem to have here is not an

inherited Caland system but independent formations in Greek

and Jndic with formants belonging to the Caland set. On

the Indie side rinu- was apparently derived from rip-

"deception** after the semantic shift of "smear" to deceive"

(cf, German anschmieren "cheat") while repas - may be deverba-

tive < rip-/lip- "smear" in the first place. On the other

hand AiiT-e^ poi is clearly a properly Greek formation and

AirroS is probably also best taken as a relatively late

derivative/recharacterization of the root noun whose collective

is Ainx because of its root vocalism. Thus while we may,

by taking a comparative overview, speak of a Caland system

in this case (-U-, -ro-, -es-) beside a root noun (A.tTTt«0 ,

ri£-), a stricter description might present the situation as

a marginal independent continuation of an inherited derivational

pattern* the derivation of -u- and -ro- stem adjectives and

-es- stem nouns (etc. ) from root nouns.

Some further possible examples are special cases of

a sort in that beside the root noun in question we have only
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one member of a putative Caland systemi

RV u£_i“ "energy" and Av. var ?z - "vigor", reflecting

X-Ir urz-, IE urha - represent a root noun beside which

Avestan shows the "classical" Caland .-i- stem adjective

in composition: e.g. vargzi . doi&ra -. The -ara- of this

adjective . vs. the -ar»- / -ur- of the root noun is not

quite .clear, but cf. Av. vsrszaiiant - vs. RV ur iavant- and
4 ^ /

the irregular pair par?na -/purna - and see Kellens, op. cit.

,

361-4 and Schindler, on. cit., 13 both with further references.

RV tan- "extent", root noun nomen actionis to tan -

"extend" (Schindler, op. cit. ,22) is standardly connected

with RV tan-u- "thin", Latin ten -u -+• i- ( tenuis )

.

Other such examples of root noun beside a single

Caland formation are of the type RV tu j
- "ardor, agitation"

(Schindler op. cit . , 23) vs. tua -ra- "wild"? (FN), mud -" joy"

#

vs. AV mud -ra- "joyful", and several others.

Finally we cannot leave the question of Caland systems

and secondary formations before saying a few words about

the problem of the analyzability of -ro- into -r+o-, That

-ro- is so analyzable is a view which has been well-known at

least since Benveniste*s Oriaines ( passim ) . For Benveniste

a pair of derivatives like do-ro- ( (Tu^ov, Arm. tur . OCS

daru) vs. do -no- (L. donum , Skt. danam- op . cit . 13) points

to an t/n stem *do—r-/co-n- with both stems thematicized even

though no IE language actually attests an r/n stem from

deh^” as such. This methodology characterizes much of
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Benveniste*s treatment (go, ci

t

. 3-22 for examples). It is

consistently assumed that a -ro- formation (especially beside

a -no-, etc, but even alone in many cases) is in principle

to be analyzed -rig- and furthermore that this -r is to be

identified with the -r of r/n heferoclytic nouns.

Benveniste makes no explicit and consistert distinction

between Caland .-ro- on the one hand and -ro- in non-Caland

function (non-ad jectival ) and non-Caland derivational

distribution (not beside -i.-, -u-, -ont -, -e- f -es-, etc,)

on the other. There is no essential difference for him

between do-ro-/do-ro- and tfop«pc>S/ otyrvos cit , 33-

ultimately Caland type / Kv5 vo $ f pierus/plenus )

,

Both are said to provide evidence for otherwise unattested

£/n stems. The implications of this view for the ultimate

interpretation of the Caland phenomenon are considerable!

it suggests that -ro- adjectives, a formation central to the

Caland system, are in the last analysis derivatives in -o-

of r/(n) stems,

But this point of view is demonstrably wrong. In the

first place it is impossible to deny that the formant -ro-

had more than one function and belonged to more than one

derivational pattern already in PIE, On the one hand, as

pointed out several times above, a category of -ro- stem

nouns must be recognized. So RV ksu -ra-/C-k. t-upo'v (cf.^uvO ),

£ujpoV /tur/daru , da-, etc.), op^pos "dawn" (cf, RV

yardhate probably), ToL^poS "ditch" ),L. stuprum
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( stupere/ TVTTTW as above), etc. An entirely distinct category

is the large group of (Caland) -ro- adjectives and this

distinction is certainly already PIE. There is no reason to

think that the -ro- substantives are substantivized adjectives

and, indeed, such a view is practically excluded by the fact

that these -ro- substantives do not belong to Caland systems.

Further distinguishing the two groups is a distributional

factor. The nominal type do-re- is virtually restricted

to verbal roots while systems of Caland adjectives are

certainly not. If, therefore, we must identify two descrip-

tively different -ro- formations already for PIE, there is

no reason to think that the two have the same pre-PIE source.

In fact, we have, if anything, grounds for expecting their

ultimate origins to be different. This, in turn, means that

it is not possible to assume that -ro- (and -no- etc. )

suffixes can always be interpreted without further ado as

thematicized -r- (and -n- etc, ) stems. At best one type

of -ro.- formation may ultimately have this explanation.

But it is entirely possible that it is correct for neither.

The consequence of this line of reasoning is that the

relationship, if any, between r/n stems and the Caland system

(-£2.* adjectives in particular) must be investigated on the

basis of actually occurring r/n stems. Putative derivatives60

of r/n stems are illegitimate evidence.

On this basis, if we are to believe that -ro- Caland

adjectives are really thematic derivatives of r/(n) stems
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(see especially Bader in Melanges Benveniste . I9ff. -who

-carries the Benveniste approach to extremes) we have the

fight to expect at least a few roots to provide both an

r/n stem and a Caland system. This is not the case. There

jire practically no roots which have both. The best example

is -that of ued - which has both the r/n stem uod-r/u/d-n-

<*>ate_r" and a weak Caland system ( -ro- adjective ^Spos,

Sht,. udra-, etc. if this designation for various water animals

really is a substantivized adjective ud-rg-j -es- stem in

Hesiod* s dative ). But even this example may be a

mirage. For beside this r/n stem there exists a root noun

continued by Hittite uit- (cf. dat.-loc. uiti s ued-i). As* * n
""

>?e have seen, a Caland system beside a root noun is not

unexpected and consequently we may prefer to see here a root

poun conditioning (or serving as the derivational basis of)

P Caland system beside an r/n stem which happens to exist

as well in this untypical case. We need not recognize any

special derivational connection between the Caland system

the r/n stem itself at all. The important point, at any

Fat e » is that Caland systems simply to not co-occur vith r/n

stems that are actually attested as such in some IE language.

In short* the available evidence suggests quit e clearly

r/n stems denvationally have nothing to do wit'x —ro

-

adjectives in particular and Caland systems in general. if

*££• is to be segmented -r to- at all, this can be dc-ze only

on the basis of a few cases in which a Caland. system ls
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identifiable beside an r-stem ( not an r/n stem or at least

not demonstrably an r/n stem)i

Av, aogarg ( auq -r ) "strength"! RV ug -ra'-; Av. aoj-ah-j

OPr, aug-us; L. auq -e-sco ; etc.

Gr, «v$T|p i «t\9c-oy f OIr. aed ( aidh-u-) ; cuiPpos • etc.

Gr, KrjS*p*TT£ViPoS (Hesych. )i KpdT>jJ
j

-£OS

Gr# KV*p "hole" (Hippoc. ) t KO Ao- j Arm, sun "lacking"

Gjr^£liy«tp (adv. ) "straightaway" i Tvvs i RV sidhra'-: sidhma -

Av, atar^ ( < atr •» s)"fire"i 0 Ir, aith ( ati -) "oven”, L.
O

ater "black” ( atro -)

a / / » / iS

PV usar *, Gr, (h^us-er ) i -Tj^^ /usas- etc. £ h
2
£us-gs-/

huus-s-; RV usra -

Av, hanarg (* sen ~r ) "without"! L. sine ( < sen -i ) ; RV san -u-
/

°

( t a r ) { etc.

v y ^ i
Av, tacarg "course” i taci -ap-; RV tak-u-i etc.

It is clear that r-stems as derivational bases for -ro-

adjectives are much better supported than r/n stems. But even

the interpretation of -ro - as r-stem + -o- cannot be shown to

be certain. The evidence is scanty and in some cases pre-

cariously attested (e.g. tCr^Scip ) or unsure (is L, ater "black"

sure to be a thematic adjective derived from atr "fire"?).
O

There is also a conspicuous lack of exact word equations, a

suspicious circumstance in such a presumably archaic cateaory

and we must therefore not exclude the possibility of certain

marginal and obscurely motivated back-formations. All in all

a derivational process r-stem => -ro- adjective is only a
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possibility while r/(n) stem ~ro- adjective is not

even possible.
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NOTES

This fom (hapax) seems not to exist. See h* C. Pearson, The Fragments

of Sophocles , sub Fragment 651.

2
- Pisch, in the new (1974) edition of V/ortbildung der hom . Sprache ,

live' an overview, for the Greek material, more similar to the outlook

adox>ted here.

3
Bader gives a reference to Benveniste, Origines f 98-9 here. But

Benveniste's own view of Caland -ip is that it is to be identified

with the formant of ipstem simplicia of the type TpoxiS 'well-fed 1

,

OTpo^pis 'slippery character 1

{Origines 75, 80). Benveniste's interpre-

tation is very unlikely {while Bader's is too vague and hypothetical

to admit of verification or falsification) because the primary-looking

formations which he compares are not made from roots which have

Caland systems*

4
We must leave aside here the question of the exact relationship

between the - up adjectival formant of teppu- and the - (£) up of verbal

formations from this root tRV dabh-n-uv -anti/ Hitt, tep-n-u- zzi , RV

a-dhh- u-ta- ) . This question has been treated by h. Koch, Indo -Europe an

Denominative verbs in -nu- , Diss. Harvard 1973.

5
'Whether or not this means that all are actually primary in the

strict sense— i.e. deradical {see below}.

6
The long i_ of this Caland compound adjective is problematical (cf.

RV gabh- i- ra- vs. Av. jfaigi- and see below)

.



7
Complex r/n stems (i.e. having a foraant of the shape -Cer-/-Cen~)

were probably inflected proterokineticallv for the most part. See

Schindler, "The Ablaut of the IE r/n-s terns
,
" in Indo-European Studies II

{ed. C, Watkins), esp. § 3.7, pp. 221 ff.

8
Where the simplex form fully expectable for Latin appears in

coupound as well. From an IE point of view we might rather expect

^petor for a bahuvrihi in the first instance.

9
Nothing can be concluded from the river name Fal* ofetios

(oufentios )

,

Vetter 243.

IQ
On the phonology H. Rix, NSS 27.

Laroche, RPh 43.2 (1968) 24 2-.3 would like to refer L. arguere to

Hittt arkuyaip and consequently separate both from h_erg- (Hitt, harki-)

This cannot bo absolutely excluded, but the —up stem member of this

Caland system is not in doubt in any case (cf. arj^u-na-, apy^u-pos

£nd gee below) *

12 . ,

J, Schindler suggests to me that raj -at-a- is a vrddhi formation

derived from *rj-at- [h rg-nt-) after the loss of initial ru-*
• ——— —2

13
Clear examples are Arm. cer 'old* (as if < gerh^-o- beside an

extensive Caland system for this root) and Goth, diups, etc. (< dheub-o-

beside Lith* dubus , Toch , A tp&r/B tapre ( dhub-ro~) But in this second

case it is significant that Tocharian has an o-grade thematic formation

in A top/ B taupe (dnoub-o-) i a type which is paralleled beside a Caland

system (see below)

.
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- But it is a possibility with important consequences (see below)

that tuual

a

was nade froia tujja only within the history of Hittite.

15
Pokomy*s «kar-tu- (IEW 531) is arbitrary.

16,
- A suggestion of J. Schindler.

-
17

On the reconstruction of the root shaped. Hoffmann, forthcoming

{reported to me by J. Schindler)

.

18
Prisk, IF 56, 113 ff.

19
- Jhubh-u- ’dark’ as here, dhub-u- 'deep* (Lith. dubus ) below,

h^eug-u- 'increasing' in OPr augus and, ultimately, Latin augur

{see below)

,

- Concludable as the original nom. sg, form.

21 #
Note u

L

Qip o £ but ni£Lp&
f certainly two independent formations

having no direct connection diachronically or synchronically

.

22 4
6

1

a

<

diy- j. a < diy-ih^ is not the feminine of a thematic diy-o-,

of course.

" ’ Xn KSS 6 (1955) 35-40, K. Hoffmann showed that there is an IE

suffix -Hon-/ _-Hn- and tentatively suggested that Greek

pel-av— is to be reconstructed mel-Hn- Although it can scarcely be

doubted that Hoffmann *

s suffix is to be assumed, this particular

suggestion is unsatisfactory . In the first place, since ^Hen-

stems are denominative (secondary) formations, this interpretation

would require a root noun *rael- . There is no evidence for this root noun.

Secondly, it would be the only paradigm in Greek {or elsewhere) which

shows a generalized zero grade of -Hon-/ -Hn-.
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24
J, Kellens, Les noms-racines de 1 ‘Avesta (Wiesbaden 1974} 379, with

note 4

,

25
See R. Schmitt, Folia Linguistica 4, 179-81 on supposed 0, Pers.

*ardufiya- .

^Otherjhysterokinetic collectives are pointed out by J, Schindler,

4

Indo-European Studies II, p. 221: Hitt, utne/ utniias (-ei/ -ij-os) ,

f

Slavic steins in -me (-men cf . non-collective, -mn) , and quite possibly

V J
Hitt. badger (-uer) , a putative collective of -yr/-yen~ ) . Cf . also

l>- Ceres as a possible hysterokinetic system collective (an interpre-

tation also suggested by Schindler)

.

27
Teilus itself more or less excludes an o-grade toly-.

28 i .

See Szeraerenvi, Syncope , 256 for another suggestion.

29
But see Anttlla , jchwebeabl aut , 147.

30_ #
. .Szemerenyi nas recently (KZ 88 (1974) 1 ff.} devoted an article

to toXu-/toXlo The major conclusions are:

1* IK *polu- is out of the question from the start and

reflects pi (h, ) -u- "either by assimilation from *talus or by dissimi-
-L

lation from *itulus."

We can only agree that an actual, inherited IE *pol (hp -u- is

not to be assumed and that this adjective, as far as Greek and Indo-

Iranian are concerned, had a stem plh , -u- originallv. But a oost-IE
* *1 ‘

re-arrangement of the inherited form is by no means ruled out,

2, For ioXAo- the various analyses (see op- ci t . for references)

based directly on IE prefonriS (polyp- ,
jx>lno-

,
polio- / fern, poly

, pol-lo-)
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are ruled out either by phonological {clvister treatment, set root

treatment) or nvorphological arguments*

3, The only remaining explanation {the Thurneyscn-Schwyzer view by

which a igXuAq- arose on the model of vzya-/\izyaXo - and was then

syncopated) is also brought into serious doubt by Szemerenyi (op* tit_.

8 ff,), Schwyzer had assumed that the collocation peyaXas 1 1 mi

led to the creation of a fern, sg* stem jioXuXct-, tfe may note

that this version of the e^lanation is practically indispensable

since it is only some of the members of the itoAus paradigm that have

been influenced, A purely paradigmatic remodelling provides no explana-

tion for the fact that *tcXuXo£ seems never to have been created.

Szemerenyi then goes on to show at great length that the assumed

collocation does not exist as such in Homer (o|>* cit * 11) and that

there is only one example of any sort of co-occurrence of noAu^ and

peyas even in a looser combination ( lac * cit „) until post-Homeric texts*

4* Szemerenyi 1

s own solution is that the stem TtoXXo- is ultimately

of the type (phonological ly) Attic cteppos vs* Hon, ot epees, or

ysvva beside ysveef or Myc* kuruso , beside * That is, just as

4

a Tepeos apparently > aispeog/ aispio^ >CTeppog , Szemerenyi suggests

that *toX^fra, the original regular neuter plural u-stem form (the

i

member of the paradigm which is statistically preponderant by Szemerenyi *

s

count) , first prematurely lost its -f- (presumably pre-dialectaily) and

the resultant *ito\za > TtoXea/noX itx > tioXac . The noAAa neuter plural,

thus produced, then served, in Szemerenyi's view, as the starting point

for the creation of the unambiguously thematic members of the paradigm

as we have it.
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But this solution seems no more satisfactory than the others:

1. We have the problem of the total uncontrolability of the initial

claim that intervocalic -F- was lost in toXe(F)a so early (fast-speech form?).

2 . More serious is the fact that while, e.g., oieppos or yevva

occur only in addition to oiepe<5s and yeveu', tioaXo has somehow succeeded

in evincing completely its fuller variant *noXea (1) even though the

pressure for its preservation would have been at least as great and, (2)

despite the fact that the -eos >-ios development is demonstrably recent

in (JTeppos (etc.) while the hiatus is at least as old as the one assumed

for loXe (F)a.

3. What really rules out the Szemerenyi view, however, is the

following consideration. If the development in the neuter plural was

**oXe(F)a> noA^a/roX ta > noXXa , we certainly have to expect that at

the same time (or at least as an immediate consequence) the development

would have been the same in the other - e F* + vowel members of the

paradigm. Thus gen. sg. *itoAe (F)os > * 10 X 3.05 > *noAAos, dat. *uoAe(F)L >

*l0 *A L > *TtoXXi, masc. nom. pi. uoXe (F) e s > *noAj,es > *rtoAAes , etc. And

no matter how inordinately important the neuter nom.-acc. plural

may be thought to have been, it is impossible to see how it could have

triggered a switch of *noAAes, etc. to tioAAoi, etc. It is equally

compatible paradignatically with both and the type pi. *
7toAAes» masc.

sg. gen, *tioAAos, dat. *uoAAi, etc. were presumably already there.

Putting it another way, a heteroclytic TtoXus/iioXu vs.rcoAXoi /ioAAa

has no conceivable advantage over the (synchronicaily ) heteroclytic

roAus/toAu vs. *ioAAe c/tioAAu which is to be expected at some stage in

the first place.
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Signing up, it. is possible that Szemerenyi 1 s solution provides an

explanation for the gemination in the itoAAo- stem (although even in

this respect there is room for serious reservations, as pointed out

above) * But for the thematic character of the stem, it is an insufficient

view. Therefore- \e prefer to take the o grade toot and thematic

formant as interdependent and assume a pol (h^) -o- beside the Caland

system of this root, a distribution which can, as noted above, be

paralleled (and see further below)

,

31
Strictly speaking, -epo- is not simply a Greek equivalent of

- Aside from the difficult cases tepo's and i\zv%zpoz where

the -tpo- is inherited, Greek -epo- adjectives are secondary formations

proper to Greek itself.

l t The best-represented derivational sub-group is that of

adjectives which are derived from thematic nouns, e,g* $OY£po*£ : ^o
#
yo£j

6oAepos: dcAos, doXepos: %gAoc
5 Seucpos: de poug* 6 ia%£az l£

7 yoepos: ydoc;
?

voaepo^: vooog^ 6poaepc?£: dpooos, <po3 epos: go'pas, uoyepo^: poyos* tpopEpos:

tpopos* tpoxepo$- tpoxo's / Tpo

x

0 s , etc.

tore examples could be added. In some of these cases erne might consider

a derivational pattern verb; -epo-adjective {e.g.^o f3cw t^oBcpos },

but this is unnecessary. In all such cases at least one other possibility

is open as well* The obvious analysis of this type is -e- (thematic

vowel) +.-ro-

,

2. Some -epo- adjectives are derived from thematic verbs; Xapo£

(< XaFe-po-)
; (aro) -Aauc 1 , vapc£ (vac-po-); vast. Other possible examples

are derivationally ambiguous* The de-thematic type is clearly the

starting point* From here -Epo- has been generalized, but within strict li
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3. -es- stems* The synchronic ,*£-stem ,, of the normal Greek

paradigm -e-os, -e-a, etc* (the animate compound forms)

provides the point of contact* This derivational type is assured by

xpuepog: xpuos and (inasmuch as -ey;*£po£ need never be assumed)

xpatepos; xpdtos. Other probable examples are possibly ambiguous,

F*g.* can it be absolutely excluded that daXepds is derived from

%S\q%/ (aii^i-) QaA% rather than frctm e^aXov?

4*~n _ aorists. The pattern is demonstrated by xaxepds: exaxnv

and GtpaXcpos: catpaArjv. On the h/e see below. Again ambiguous cases

arise, is otaSepos from coxa^nv or from (eu) -axaSrJs (itself

probably built on eotadny) ?

5, Finally, a couple of -epo ^adjectives can only be described

as root noun derivatives. xpuycpos: ipu£, tployepos: q>Ao£ (ipXoyeos

is not necessarily evidence for a *<pAoyos) , Ambiguous cases here are

xXctxsp^s ( front TtXaC or TtXaxo^?) or oxuyepd^ (from £iu£ or atuyoj or

Eaxuyov?) ,

These are the main outlines of the situation, but certain details

have been omitted, I plan to go into them elsewhere.

What is interesting, in any case, is that-epo- has been generalized

in Greek only to formations which, from an IE point of view, have some^

thing to do with the Caland system: - es

-

stems , the —e— stative , and

toot nouns (see below) , In particular the -n* aorist derivatives in

are probably to be considered especially closely associated wirh

the -n- aorist participle in -e-vx- , thus constituting a sort of marginal

"secondary* 1 ealand system (see below) of the type -e~vx- [< -e~nt-} : -c -po-
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32f

See J. Schindler in Flexion und Vtortbi Idunq (ed. H. Rix) .

.33
Schindler, cm. cit .

34
J. Kellens, Las Noms -racines de l'Avesta , 212 ff. presents

Arguments against usi *• as a locative but also goes on to point out

textual problems associated with usidain- and in the end prefers

to recognize an usada- "qui donne des sources".

35 -

'

The Balto Slavic Forms sometimes compared (OCS eeti , Lith. ze
#
ntas,

and especially Latv» znuots =yvwtos ’kinsman 1

) may well be from a

different root.

36 2W- Winter, Evidence for Laryngcals 192. See also Schindler,

Die Sprache 15 (1969) 145-6.

37 , ^Greek nas a nuirtoer of examples of an adverbial formation in —3

beside Caland-type adjectives. Thus inSxa; tip* i -/t.okvcz ,^apta :

xpatus/Hpcn epos , etc. The etymology cf this -a formant is entirely

ambiggous , but for the cases in which it alternates with Celand

suffixes -nt is perhaps the best choice.

38
And even so the segmentation yetus would rema in the only real

possibility.

Secondary de^them-atic formation in non~-*acc. “et^/obligue - 1-

entirely parallel to -u- : see J* Schindler, "On the Greek typo

hippeus ,
n IE Studies II (ed. C. Watkins) .

40
According to a suggestion of j, Schindler.

41.
Unless perhaps Goes, in the last analysis, continue a Caland

i. adjective (neuter in adverbial function) beside the — u** stem

oB, e.g . f KV amhu- etc. as above.1'
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42
Arbenz (Die Adjektive auf -1A10/, piss. Zorich 1933) deserves

dtedit for observing that several of the oldest-looking -i^uos

adjectives occur beside compound forms in -i- ( K<*X)Uu.«s Kvciku*o.s
,

/ * / *

*'y
4hv.yt.ei ) and for making the obvious connection between the -i- of

'y19 * and Caland -i- (o£. cit . 10)

.

Certain other views of his, however, are not to be retained:

1. That -mo- as an adjectival suffix has no direct correspondents

outside Greek ("Was soli also hiebei ein Suffix zu suchen haben,

das zudem auch durch das Idg. keine Sttttze findet?” loc . cit .)

.

2. The consequent hypothesis that the suffixal complex -t-uo-

is originally a hyperchoristic form (type 7T*TpoK\os vs .TU-rpoKAt^s )

of a name in -i-^* . . (e.g. Kvtfi -uj&y,—oo, cit . 11 ff.)

We prefer, noting that -mo- is a Caland suffix, to consider Greek

-t-yuo- parallel to -i-ro- and -i-no-

.

43
ti am grateful to J. Schindler for painting out to me both the

phenomenon and this example*

44

45

See J. Schindler, Die Sprache 13 (1967) 200 ff.

The non-vocalization of the initial laryngeal in Greek is problematical

4G
This suggestion, first made long ago (see Walde-Hofmann s.v. for

literature) deserves more consideration than it has received. Perhaps

once it is clear that mg-h - is the fully expectable oblique stem of
• *

the adjective for 'great* me^-oh -/ mg-h - neuter mea-h-/ ng-eh -,—

2

—5
- 2 —2 r1- —

2

an ori renewal of this stem entirely parallel to meg—o'n^—ont/nt —
Z

q>

will not seem so strange

.
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47 _
This type of (synchronic) plural formation uir-es (cf. sper-es

and ultimately aed-es) will be studied elsewhere.

48
frfrs Wurzelnomen im Arischen und Qriechischen, Diss. Wurzburg 1972.

49
Leading to the attempt (Benveniste, Origines , passim but

especially Bader in Melanges Benveniste , 19 ff.).to analyze the

of the Caland system into "heterocly tic” elements.

50 .

Benveniste makes illegitimate use of other supposed types of

r/ji stem derivatives" too. So, for example , he reconstructs an

r/n stem *lip-r-/ lip-n- on the basis of X mapos/X t tcoc ifvw {Origines , 18)

lb segment Xi,nap-»o- in view of Xiita, however, is questionable at best

and one need only consider (already Homeric) Aeuxaivu) 'make white’

(jXeuxos ) to conclude that an *cnvu verb is insufficient grounds for

presuming that a given n-stetn ever actually existed.


